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Saanich Peninsula School 
Board Chairman Rubymay 
Parrot described Minister of 
Education Eileen Dailly’s in­
terim legislation on teacher 
salary bargaining procedures as 
"clearly biased on the side of the
Education Minister 'Biased’ - Parrott
British Columbia Teacher’s 
Federation."
"It really concerns me that a 
minister of the crown would be so 
biased," she said.
“It is unprecedented for a 
government to move into a salary 
dispute until it got into a system 
of arbitration," she added.
She said the teachers and
TALK.@flihe EaMI
What, In Your Opinion, Is The Most Important Issue 
Facing Your Council/School Board?
STAN DEAR 
MAYOR .
. TOWN OF SIDNEY
I think water is the most 
important issue facing 
council
At the moment many 
residents can’t get enough 
water for their gardens, or 
if they db iise extra water, 
they- have to pay at a 
rather high rate.
There is hardly enough 
water for the people that 
are here now and there is 
no water for development 
or expansion.
JEAN BUTLER , 
MAYOR ,
. CENTRAL SAAnICH 
The most important 
issues facing council are 
water and sewers.
Once these are resolved, 
then we can come up with 
an official community plan 
l>vhich-^ w
completely forrriulated 
and which we will have to- 
haye within two years if 





In 1975, North Saanich 
council will be able to 
continue with the up­
dating and revision of our 
zoning plan, following 
adoption of the regional 
■plan.'-'
This will be a difficult 
job, ensuring most points 
of view are ac­
commodated,
The council .should also 
be trying to expand our 
agreement with Sidney 
and Central Saanich to 







The most important 
thing facing our school 
board, and all school 
boards, is that school 
trustees, the public’s 
voice, be allowed to 
maintain input into 
education rather than 
control of education being 
competely turned over to 
the leaders of the British 
Columbia Teachers’ 
Federation.
The lay per.son'.s point of 






school trustees were just 
beginning the conciliatory 
process when the minister 
changed the ground rules.
It didn’t give conciliation a 
chance to work because it hadn’t 
really started, she said.
BAKGAIMNG .METHODS 
On Nov. 7 Dailly presented a 
Bill to the Legislature for ap­
proval, which, as an interim 
measure, ammended sections of 
the Public Schools Act dealing 
with teacher salary bargaining.
In the past, school boards have 
bargained with teachers on a 
local level in regard to salary. A 
news release from the British 
Columbia School Trustees 
Association said “teachers have 
in the past used their provincial 
federation to bargain with local 
boards.”
In May, local school trustees 
voted to join with other school 
boards under the BCSTA, in 
province-wide teacher salary 
bargaining. The decision was 
made, trustees have previously 
stated, because they felt it was 
inequitable for school boards to 
negotiate on a local level, while 
teachers \vere represented by 
professional negotiators from the 
BCTF.
The release went on to say that 
in June, BCST.A representatives 
met with the BCTF and asked for 
discussions on the method of
Continued on Page 2
FUTURE OF THE ACUTE CARE WING at Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital is still in the hands of politicians and,
4





Objects To '$10,000 
For A Minority Group’
Sidney Aid. Pat Merrett denied 
Friday charges that she was 
attempted to thwart formation of 
a teen clubhouse in Sidney.
Replying to a letter from 
Camille Martin published in The 
Review jast week, in which the 
alderman was taken to task for 
her alleged opposition loan activ­
ity centre for the Sidney Teens 
Activity Group Merrett told The 
Review"this is not so."
Her objections to the venture, 
Merrett said, were that she is 
"against the United Appeal 
funding this group (STAG) as 
there are many more needy 
causes ill this area today than a 
small group of teens with 
nowhere to go."
Merrett explained that the 
grant .applied for by STAG totals 
$ia0() and is contingent on the 
.Sidney Recreation Commission 
paying the group’s rent for 
facilities and maintenance. This 
would he "roughly another 
lUiSn," Merrett said, Jidding that 
this grant Is "for seven months 
only,"/'
"Oh Nov, ft," she said." STAG 
sulnnitted a budget to the Sidney 
Recrefition Commission for a 
further $:17to for the remaining 
five months,"
Merrett claim!', lliat STAG 
received a grant from the 
commission a year ago "to start 
them off,., plus the commission 
has paid their rent for the entire 
year.":
'I'lie lawn has also given them 
SlT.ft.Merrett .said, used to pur- 
ehnse a stereo component,
"l am not against a centre for 
teens lo go to." slie said, ihiding 
she was well aware of I lie lack of
TAXI FIRM EXPANDS 
ONTO PENINSULA
C and C Taxi Service Ltd. have 
been granted permission to ex­
pand their operation on the 
Saanich Peninsula, and another 
Victoria based taxi firm is ex­
pected to make a similar ap­
plication.
The provincial motor carrier 
commission has given the Vic­
toria based taxi firm permission 
to operate their entire 32 car fleet 
on the peninsula under the C and 
C name.
Formerly, they were allowed to 
provide pick-up service here only 
with cars belonging to a C and C 
subsidiary, Sidney Taxi and 
Transportation Co.-purchased 
some months ago from Sidney 
resident Lew Wright.
Under the old licences, C and C 
could only make pick-ups at the 
Sidney International Airjport, 
while the Sidney Taxi cars could 
pick-up at anywhere on the 
peninsula.
Bruce Woodward, president of 
Blue Bird Cabs Ltd. of Victoria, 
said last week that his firm; as 
well, would seek permission to 
serve the extended area.
; Chairmah of the motor carrier 
;cqmnijssi()n, Paul Sabatinb, 
stressed that each new applicant 
(such as Blue Bird) would have to 
demonstrate his capacity to 
handle the increased area, while 
maintaining service to the public.
The decision to allow the C and 
C expahsion, Sabatino said, 
recognizes the principle of ef­
ficient use of facilities within an 
economic unit of the community.
NO LOGIC IN HOSPITAL DELAY’ - CURTIS
Must Still Await Further Planning
MINISTER’S AMNOUNCEMENT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE TO REGIONAL BOARD
by PAT MANNING 
Special to the Sidney Review
A resolution asking the 
Minister of Health Dennis Cocke 
for approval to proceed im­
mediately with the planning and 
construction of the acute care 
wing on the Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital is being presented to the 
regional hospital board today 
(Wednesday) by Central Saanich 
Mayor Jean Butler.
Butler told The Review 
Tuesday she is confident she will 
have the support of other 
members of the hospital board 
both to put the resolution on the 
agenda and to have it approved. 
Responding to a question from
local MLA Hugh Curtis in the 
legislature Thursday, Cocke went 
on record as promising if the 
regional district came to his 
office and asked, they could have 
the Saanich Peninsula 75 acute- 
care beds as quickly as they 
could put them together.
Butler said: "Now is the time 
to plow right ahead with the 
hospital at the regional level.”
APPROVED IN 1969
In a report on the status of the 
acute care wing of the hospital, 
which Butler is forwarding to 
Cocke, it sta tes that in April, 1969, 
the regional hospital district
board approved the construction 
of a 75-bed extended care, 75-bed 
acute care hospital on a site at 
Mount Newton Crossroad. 'The 
site was selected by a special 
joint committee.
On July 3, 1969, the Minister of 
Health gave his approval in 
principle and requested further 
information..
The 22-acre site was purchased 
and with referendum funds 
available for extended care 
construction; planning proceeded 
for approval. In November, 1971
Continued on Page 2
Candidates Divided: On : Teacher %lary :;;NegdtmiM^
'AlARMED AT TEACHERS’ DEMANDS’ - LANG
Teachers Have School Boards ’Outgunned' ■ Tangye
Candidates for the two school 
board seats open in Central 
Saanich were evenly divided 
Thursday evening on the concept 
of province-wide bargaining on 
teachers’ salaries.
Incumbent ''Trustee Walter 
Tangye and former peninsula 
board member Harry Tobin both
strongly supported the view that 
the B.C. School Trustees 
Association should bargain for all 
school boards-if not province- 
wide, then at least on a regional 
■basis. ■" :
Newcomers to the peninsula 
political scene, James Lang and 
Eric Vickermftn, however, both
mmm
A POWER FAILURE SATURDAY because of the wide-spread power outage 
MORNING was a contributing factor in a which began at 10:04 a.ni. Driver of the 
fatal accident at the corner of Beacon 05-f6ot auto carrier was Chfirles Brian 
Avenue and the F*at Bay highway. Ridgeway, 29, of Langley. Miss Ter Mors' 
Twcnty-four-ycar-old Corry Ter Mora, a vehicle was driven across the in- 
t(?acher fronv Parsons, B.C,, who was in torsection onto a traffic island, and the
Sidney visiting her father, Engelburlus 
Ter Mors, 10105 Pleasant Avenue, was 
tliT’own from her car after it \yas hit 
broadside by an automobile transport 
truck, She was pronounced dead on 
urrival at Rest Haven hospital. Police 
said Miss 'I'er Mors apparently stopped at
truck jack-knifed across most of both 
north'bound lanes, Police said the traffic 
signals had only stopped operating about 
two minutes before the collision. The 
power failure appeared to result from 
problems With switching equipment on 
llio submarine power cable from the
spoke equally strongly against 
combined bargaining.
Commenting on the large 
budget available to teachers 
through the coffers of the B.C. 
Teachers Federation,Tangye 
said they can field "negotiations 
experts at a moment’s notice.’’
As far as local negotiating is 
concerned, Tangye said, ‘"We’ve 
never had such a thing’’ since , 
introduction of teachers ■ 
bargaining under the B.C.T.F. 
“The teachers have individual 
boards outgunned.’’
Bargaining with individual 
boards creates “disharmony," 
Tangye said, describing it as a 
"divisive process.”
"I hope we’ve seen the last of 
it," ■ ■
Supporting this point of view, 
Tobin told the election meeting at 
Mt. Newton school that "Hie cost 
of individual bargaining is get­
ting to be astronomical."
“The hours wasted (on it) 
woultl be bettor spent on 
education," he said.
VIckerman, however, said ho 
could not see why the BCSTA 
wanted lo negotiate "for the 
whole province," ■
"It doesn’t scorn reasonable," 
ho said, "U doesn't seem 
workable, and Ita creating a lopof 
tension.",
Vtekerman criticlaod the 
present board for "wanting to be 
the employer when hiring, but not 
when negoUatlong." ?
"Centralized negoUating," he , 
Buid, "\vould lend to wildcat 
.strikes,
t’oiiilmicd oil I'ngc
the highway lnter.sociion, then proceeded mainland, a B.,C. Hydro spokesman said, 
into the pat h of the northbound truck. The The black-out, which lasted nearly two 
accident oceurod .shortly after 10 a m. hours on some parts of the Island, 
when traffic .signals were not operating resulted in ferries being delayed.
"Tho bigger everything gets,’
"the worseTt<ho concluded,
.,'gcts."^::', ’■■'I';"?:''C
Lang, who has been chairman 
of tho school board in Prhico 
Goorgo, said ho was "alnimod «l 
teachers' domnnds."
"I um not 0 supporter for the
, 'Tontiniiy on ''
WIOCLARY
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NO LOGIC IN HOSPITAL DELAY LEGISLATION FAVOURS TEACHERS
Continued from Page 1
a contract was drawn up ap­
pointing Wagg and Hambleton as 
architects for both acute and 
extended care units. The ex­
tended care section was opened 
last year.
In March, 1973, the region’s 
taxpayers approved a $22.5 
million acute-care expenditure. 
The following month a new ad­
visory committee was appointed 
and a series of delays followed, 
the report stated.
On April 17, 1974 Art Young, 
then deputy chairman of the 
regional health board, sent a 
letter to Cocke in which he said a 
resolution was passed by the 
board stating Rest Haven 
Hospital should be replaced with 
new facilities at Mount Newton 
Crossroad. This was followed in 
July by a letter from Chairman of 
the Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
Board Jim Gumming who 
requested board’s permission to 
proceed with functional planning.
COMMISSION
Young said an agreement had 
been reached with the minister of 
health for a proposed new 
commission which would be set 
up and be responsible for all 
hospital planning. Further 
requests by the hospital board 
and the Sidney and N orth Saanich 
Chamber of Commerce for
permission to proceed with 
planning were turned down on the 
grounds that “the precise nature 
of these facilities cannot be 
determined until a functional 
program has been developed,’’ 
the report stated.
Last month Aid. Wilke Gar­
dener, board representative from 
Sidney, was told the Peninsula 
Hospital would have to wait until 
the new commission had been 
formed and an overall plan 
worked out.
Responding to the minister’s 
statement Thursday that the
hospital board was “losing 
credibility and antagonizing a 
large number of Greater Victoria 
people when there is no need for 
it.’’
“There is no logic or apparent 
reason behind the delay,’’ he 
said.
He said that was the reason he 
had taken the opportunity lo 
bring the matter to Cocke’s at- 
• tention in the legislature.
Now Cocke is on record as 
promising approval of the 
hospital it is up to peninsula 
representataives and the





A DIVISION OF BEAVER 
LUMBER CO. LTD.
Earl Burrows
No. 307 345 Michigan
Onelpf oUr G
4iari"-:t'Beaverv:k'ihpme: 
consultants who are 
dedicated to helping you 
make it on your own. 
He’s ready to assist you 
jwith ail your new home 
planning, even finan­
cing if required.
Call him and he’ll send 
you a free copy of the 
1974 Beaver Homes 
Catalogue immediately.
Res. 384-0(514 Bus. (ii58-.5«43
i L ui iiL iiiuiovxojr . ti rebtJii ict co uu
regional board need only ask him 1 chairman of the regional hospital 
and they can have the hospital, j board to get going, he said. 
Young told The Review Friday 
“the announcement makes no 
change to the Capital Regional 
Board.’’
“We will proceed exactly as we 
have been.’’
He said now the board has the 
go-ahead from the minister 
planning will be done in con­
junction and co-ordination with 
plans for Victoria General and 
Royal Jubilee Hospitals.
JOINT PLANNING 
“Planning must be done in 
conjunction with the other 
hospitals.”
In an interview with The 
Review Monday Curtis said: “I 
have had a good association with 
him in the past and I hope it will 
continue but I am disappointed in 
Art Young’s performance on this 
issue.
“He is not coming to grips with 
it.”
He added that it was with 
“great sadness” that he hears 
him saying - yes, we are prepared 
to go ahead with the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital - but at the 
same time as we plan for the two 
major hospitals.
He said to plan in conjunction 
with the two other hospitals will 
result only in further 
“unreasonable and unnecessary 
delay.”
With all the talent and planning 
that has gone into the 75-acute 
care bed unit at the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital it is not fair tq 
hold it up “while they sort out the 
myriad of complexities at the two 
major hospitals,’’ he said.
NO LOGIC IN DELAY I*:;';'- ;
He said it was becoming 
t'ludicrous” arid the regional
TEEN 
CENTRE
Continued from Page 1
facilities for young people in 
Sidney.
“What I object to is keeping a 
clubhouse open six nights a 
week...Are weekends not good 
enough?”
“Remember,” Merrett 
said,“this is for teens who are 
still in school. Why should they 
not be home on school nights?”
Concluding her comments, 
Merrett questioned whether tax­
payers in Sidney would be willing 
to pay out of one pocket through
Continued from Page I 
bargaining. The teacher’s 
federation refused to enter into 
discussions. The trustee’s 
association then wrote to the 68 
teacher locals and made the 
same request, but all locals 
refused to attend the meeting 
slated for July 12.
A meeting was held in the 
minister’s office on Oct. 29 bet­
ween the teachers’ federation 
and tnislees and the trustees 
offered to consider any com­
promise, but the teachers again 
refused lo enter any conciliation 
discussions, the report stated.
The trustees then met with 17 of 
the 18 government appointed 
conciliators and agreed to a 
compromise plan. That same 
day, Coquitlam teachers staged a 
rotating strike. The next day the 
minister met, first with the 
teachers and then with the 
tustees. She said the teachers’ 
federation had advised her the 
conciliation process had failed 
and two days later handed down 
her special legislation, the report 
stated.
INTERIM LEGISLATION 
Dailly, in an official statement, 
said her main purpose in 
presenting the Bill to the 
Legislature was “to ensure that 
there will be no possibility of a 
further breakdown in the 
reaching of agreements on 
teachers’ contracts in this 
province which, by law, must be 
settled by binding arbitration if
they meet in Victoria.
“We refused to meet with them 
in Vancouver as a unit,” she said.
“We wanted to meet with them 
in our own area. After all they are 
our employers and they have a 
right and a responsibility to meet 
with their own teachers. It 
doesn’t do us any good to meet 
with them in Vancouver.”
She said they might have ended 
up meeting with a trustee from 
anywhere in British^ Columbia 
who was not familiar'with local 
situations.
She denied the BCTF was doing 
the bargaining for them.
“Our own local team is com­
prised of three teachers. They 
are hardly professional 
bargainers.”
She said they rely on the BCTF 
1 for advice and information but
“they don’t negotiate on our 
behalf.”
She added the teacher’s 
association was delighted with 
the new legislation.
“The school boards were trying 
to subvert present legislation by 
attempting to force teachers into 
provincial bargaining.”
What the minister did was 
clarify the act, she said.
“We must bargain with our 
own boards.”
She added the present 
legislation is a temporary bill and 
the entire situation will be looked 
at by the select standing com­
mittee.
She concluded by saying the act 
gives an additional two weeks to 
negotiate a new contract and she 
hopes school boards will sit down 
with the locals “and talk to us.”
United Appeal and out of the i -iother to sup^port this venture with negotiation and conciliation tail. 
ULUci luoupp r I “WilV, tViA nnsisaffe of thlS Bill
tax dollars, a total of $10,000 for a
minority group,” when Sidney 
Council budgeted a total of $7500 
for the 1974 recreation program 
“for the whole town.”
SEARCH AND RESCUE 
FLIGHT ROUTINE
A spokesman for the Rescue 
Co-ordination Centre at 
Esquimau, described as “a 
routine mercy flight” a landing 
at Sidney International Airport 
last Wednesday. ”
The search and rescue plane 
was transferring two patients 
from Tofino to the Royal Jubilee 
hospital in Victoria.
NEGOTI^IONS^
Continued from Page 1 
BCSTA," he said, “We must go 
back to the roots, where people 
live,” adding that the local board 
should not give up the negotiating 
role to the provincial 
organization. Attacking
Tangye, a school teacher, for 
what he said “must be a conflict 
of interest,” Lang said: “It must 
be difficuU for (Tangye ) to be 




And I Will Exercise My Energies 
And Interests On Your Behalf
“Teachers have a .militant 
executive,” Lang said, “who are 
forgetting the student.”
“If school boards delegate their 
powers, eventually the province 
is going to lake over our 
responsibilities.”
Both Tangye and 'I'obin 
stressed the costs of bargaining, 
and the percentage of the board’s 
budget that is devoted, to 
teachers’ salaries.
“Eighty per cent of the local 
budget goes toward teachers’ 
wages,” Tobin said, adding that 
it was the teachers’ “democratic 
right to battle for wliat they think 
is right."
A trustees responsibility, 
however, Tobin said, is lo do his 
best lo keep the mill rate down.
Tangye and Vickerman arc 
competing for a two year term on 
the board, while Lang and 'lohin 
arc conte.sting llu: one year 
vacancy left after the resignation 
of Ann I'oerstor,
ith the passage of this ill 
an orderly process for the 
ultimate resolution of this year’s 
teacher salary negotiations will 
be established.”
She also added that the whole 
question of whether the 
bargaining process between the 
teachers and trustees of this 
province should be done on a 
local, zonal or provincial basis is 
now in the hands of the all-party 
select standing committee of the 
Legislature.
“This group will be making 
recommendations for possible 
legislation in the spring.”
I Parrott told The Review 
Monday she ; is currently in 
Vancouver as a representative of 
the Saanich School Board 
meeting with The zonal; con­
ciliators. V
; “Hopefully we will t)e able to 
prevent the whipsawing between 
one school district and another,” 
..she said.'
TEACHERS DISAGREE 
President of the Greater 
Victoria Teachers’ Association 
Mavis de Girolomo disputed 
several of the statements made 
by the trustees’ association in 
their news release.
She said it was “a blalanl lie” 
that trustees had asked for 
discussions on the method ot 
bargaining at the June meeting.
They wanted to meet to begin 
negotiating a now contract for 
1975,” she said.
She said the teachers had 
stated they would be pleased to 
meeet with the Irusleos provided
NEW HOURS
Beginning Dec. 1 the Sidney 
North Saanich branch of the 
Vancouver Islnml Itegioiuil 
Ubniry will l)e open frojn 10:01) 
a.m. until 8;00 |).in. Monday 
through Friday and on Saturday 
from 10:00 a,m. until 5;oi) p,m.
:;k.
I
Where meals are a specialty, not a sld^llnfi
LOCAL BUTCHERS





iiFTONGUES^^^ ^ ^ 99*
Fatt’,*; Fresh Frozen OAROASTING CHICKEN 89
Forwrvlcc Ik quality shop the '2400 Block Beacon Avc.
656-5501
Open Daily 8;CO a. ni. to 5;.^0 p. m.
' ' SPKCIALI'/ING IN FRESH Cm MEATS 
AND HOME FREEZING SUPPI-IES ^ ,
11).
VOTE VICKERMAN FOR 
SCHOOL TRUSTEE IN CENTRAL SAANICH
Sidney Pre School Openings
Our aim is to provide Physical, Emotional and 
Social Growth within a framework of safety and
consideration for others.
Openings for 3 year olds Morning Sessions
Qualified Supervisors 
Phone 656-5686 or 656-4201
5 NIGHTS 
A WEEK!
The Sidney - Horth Saanich Branch 
of the legioiial Library will be open 
Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 
















■ ' , ' .' Running ’ ,
(To Work For You and The Town of Sidney) 





■ W€SERH WINTER DRAW ORDER FORMTo orrlfli ycuit lickul mail this ooiipoo lo;
WESTERN CANADA LOTTERY FOUNDATION
P O OOX 1090, VICTOniA, DCUTISH COLUMIUA
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SMI SHOW AT SAIiilSOMA SUN®AY
The Peninsula Ski Club will 
sliuT oil' this season with a ski and 
winter travel show to be held in 
Sanseha Hall, Jsunday, Nov. 17, 
Irom l-t) p.ni.
An excellent selection of ski 
and travel films will be shown 
throughout the afternoon and 
retailers will be on hand to 
present selections of the latest in 
skiing and outdoor gear.
Representatives of tran- 
sporURion companies will also be 
on hand to answer any questions 
concerning travel and charier 
trips.
Information will be available 
concerning many of B.C.'s finest 
ski areas through brochures 
forwarded to the club.
.•\ ski swap and sale of used and 
outgrown eciuipmeiU will also be
featured. This will be a good 
opportunity to pick up good 
starter sets or lo upgrade your 
own equipment at nominal cost. 
Be sure lo bring those items you 
wish to sell or trade!
The meeting will give those 
attending an opportunity lo 
discuss and select the charier 
trips which the club is tentatively 
si'iiing up for the coming season.
The Peninsula ski club has 
grown from three members to 
over i;i() in the past 2 years and, 
with the advent of new areas 
opening on Vancouver Island in 
the future, popularity for the 
sport in this area is growing 
rapidly.
Admission is free and refresh­
ments will be available.
ECMP - PRESS EVENT 
EXPECTED TO DRAW LARGE CROWD
Teams In Training For December Floor Flockey Match
ASHBEE DENIES RUMOURS ABOUT 'SPECIAL’ TRAINING
by JOSHUA PKRL.MUTTKK 
Review Sports Kditor 
The second annual floor hockey 
game between members of the 
press and the Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police will take place 
early in December it was learned 
today.
Constable Mike Clarabut said 
F'riday that his men were ;<lready 
in training for the event, which 
last year drew a large crowd to 
Parkland School auditorium. 
Over $70 in donations for young 
people’s activities on the 
Peninsula were raised at that 
first game. This year it is hoped 
that sum will be increased, he 
said.
The ROMP team played last 
year attired in white ‘T’ shirts 
With the words T’IGS ARE 
BEAUTIFUL’ emblazoned on the 
front. In a free-for-all game 
reminiscent of the Russian 
Canadian hockey series, the 
police officers managed to fight 
the elderly newsmen to a tie 
match, after which they retired : 
to the local fireball for tea.
two teams will be 
playing for a handsome cup 
donated lo the contesl by retired 
army officer James Browui- 
Hardinge of .North Saanich. This 
elderly gentleman, who con­
tributes an occasional column to 
The Sidney Review says it is his 
hope that the RCMP trounce the 
journalists.
The cup will be known as the 
‘BROWN-HARDINGE RCMP 
REVIEW FLOOR HOCKEY 
TROPHY’
“I’ve never yet met a new'sman 
who didn’t drink or smoke too 
much,’’ said Brown-Hardinge 
during a rare interview this 
week. “It would please me to see 
the perpetrators of .Sidney's 
wretched newspaper knocked for 
a six!"
RCMP head coach Corporal 
Doug Ashhee denied that his men 
are presently undergoing a 
s|)<.>cial unarmed combat course
to prepare themselves for the 
event.
“It’s just not true," he said.
Last year the mounlies em­
ployed both the use of handcuffs 
and a straight jacket to subdue 
some of their more unruly op­
ponents.
Review Editor George Man­
ning has nominated himself 
coiich of the newman's team.
“1 never move faster than a 
slow walk,” said Manning, 
refusing lo join the team as a 
player. '
Ad salesman Ben liircock is
already running four miles a day 
to prepare his wind for the event: 
he w ill play center forward.
It is hoped . that the same 
Review team as last year will be 
on lap, with one or two foreign 
correspondents jetting back to 
home office for the fray.
“I'm sure w’C would have won 
last year," said center foiward 
Hircock this week,“If only Ian 
Buckingham had not had to 
deliver a baby' in the middle of 
the game!”
It is rumoured that a special 
RCMP ladies contingent will also 




greeted with some 
by the newsman's
Downtown
FRIDAY and SATURDAY, 
NOV. 15th and 16th
If your tribe's going through clothes like they’re going out ol 
style .... if your house is falling apart at the seams and the 
paint’s started peeling .. f. if the TV screen flickers and the 
oven element has gone tempermenUH .... if you’re like all 
the other families on the block, the way things are you need 
plenty of big beautiful bargains. Find them this Friday and 
Saturday at Eaton’s. On .Sale Friday and Saturday if quan­
tities last. Personal shopping only.
store Hours; Vi30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m, rinily, shop Thursd.iv and 
Frid.iy 'ill 9 p.m.
'Ill' lil'i 'f thi l l’ iniunli' I'lUiii.
J11 hi-li VI’ III I nil tv jiliiiiii' riiinri viiiiniii
I in ■ hllli'h III! ^ ill•ll•||nll nllnlli' ll> 'IK'
iiih iii'iv ihi} i‘ In < iiiiiiii,l\ .'I I! "i’
Nine OHt of Icti timet:, a five inimilo 
conversation spoils a llirec minute c()(|. One 
eictcnsion phone in tlie kitclien .solves the 
problein.Talkwith your plume coinpiiny.
Wiill i'/('‘ii>
‘I yu i 'r t ' "■\ i!'. n-ivV >’‘Td Ui-i'.-L' r : I,i; l 1 i'lyRNT -q un; ji,M i*' {\n iiiti %
SPECIAL STEREO "PACKAGE" #4778
foynd on equipment 
at twiee the price!
:#-335 Stereo Headphones;:■ 
Reproduce 'your favorite music for 
perso na 1 1 i sten i ngw ith remarkabl e 
fidelity and maximum stereo separ-; 
at ion” 20-18000 Hz response, ; 
padded earphones, adjustable 
headband, 1 5 foot coiled cord.
#4778 AIVl/FiV! Stereo with 
built In 8 track player and-, 
record changer. 22 watt music 
power, slide controls for vol­
ume, bass, treble and speaker 
balance. Special controls for 
scratch, rumble, loudness fil­
ters. Input jacks fort guitary 
headphone and six speakers. 
4-cban neI quadeff ect vyith add i- 
tional speakers.
Deluxe record changer with 
cue lever plays alI sizes and: 
speeds, cera m jc cartridge and 
; d i a m o n d s t y I u s. D u s t * coye r 
included.
Handaomaly^groinod voneor stand 
storage cabinet # MD205
Adda 01egan0a to your room — whi Ie it savgs 
space — a complote music center.
F
8" high oomplionco woofer, 6" mid­
range cone, 3" tweeter. Vented treble 
enclosure for finest treble response 
and richer, deeper bass.
You get more for your money right down the line when the stereo 
K you buy is by Soundosign,
1^1
" Save even more than usual while these special "package" prices are 
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Minitorial
While the realization that Rome wasn’t built in a day 
must remain uppermost in one’s mind while considering 
the continued inability of several levels of government 
■ to get moving on construction of an acute care hospital 
on the peninsula, one might also come to believe that if 
promises were bricks, the structure could well be one of 
the largest in the western world.
Welcome To Sidney
Once upon a time, the entrance to the town of Sidney 
from the south presented a pleasant vista to highway 
travellers.
But that’s changed now, since the town fathers, in 
their wisdom, decided to turn a former grassy field into 
a junkyard.
That probably wasn’t their original intention, when 
the decision was made to build a works building and 
yard on property next to Sanseha, beside the Pat Bay
Highway. ' .
Councillors likely envisioned a neat, freshly painted 
concrete block structure with equally neat rows of 













HOLY TRINITY CHURCH 
Patricia Bay
8:00 a. m. Holy Communion'




11:00 a.m. Sunday School Hall 




ST. ANDREW’S CHURCH 
3rd St., Sidney 
2 Blocks S of Beacon 
8:00 a.m. Holy Communion
ll:15a.m. FAMILY SERVICE 
Thursday 
9:00a.m. Holy Communion
Rector. Rev. Robert Sansom^ 
656-4870 656-5322
Rest Havt'ii Drive. Sidney 
SERVICES
9:30 a.m. Saturday Study 
11:00 a.m. Worship
7:30 p.m. Wedne-sday Prayer 
ALL ARE WELCOME 





9830 5th Street 
Sunday
9:30 a.m. The Lord’s Supper 
11:00 a.m. Fa mi y Bible House 
and Sunday School 
7:00 p.m. Evening Service
Wednesday
8 p.m. Prayer & Bible Study 
Jesus said
“I am the Light of the World”.
They probably saw it in their minds’ eyes as 
pleasantly landscapepy with the odd orderly stack of 
pipe and lumber.
• more imaginati'i^e of their number may even have
and, perhaps, a regimented row of bright garbage
V'.Teceptacles;':,
In short, the kind of industrial site usually pictured in
the artist’s reiMerings supplied by architectural and
engineering firms: pretty drawings in full color, with a 
cartoon man striding a smooth sidewalk between
parallel rows of shrubs.
Unfortunately these dreams have not been realized. 
The neat, freshly painted building does exist, but 
that’s about all.
Vehicles and other equipment stand about the area in 
a state of disorder and apparent disrepair. Pipe, lum­
ber, fencing rolls and tho like are dumped willy-nilly all 
over the lot. A disorderly row of oil drums decorates the 
area closest to the highway, in company with some largo 
rusty cylindrical construction of unknown purpose. 
Piles of dirt and plain, old-fashioned garbage seem to be 
everywhere. An interesting heap of old truck tirc.s 
provides the ultimate in backgrounds.
According to Town Clerk Geoff Logan, the fault 
doesn’t really belong to anyone -- circumstances alone 
have created the mess.
I r
When the concept of a new works yard was first 
broached to council, Logan says, administrative staff
II'I-I i ..
recommended that it be completely fenced and paved. 
High costs, however, made such frills uneconomic.
A further problem, according to Logan, is that flu 
town’s public works staff have been extremely busy on 
other work throughout the area, and simply haven't had 
time to carry oiii a house elcaning on the site.
While one may sympathize with these problems, the 
fact remains that the Sidney works yard Is an eyesore - 
and one tlic town fathers wouldn’t likely allow a private 
individual to pet peiuale,
, Sidneyhas a nuisance bylaw with the teeth necessary 
to force clean-up of unsightly property. Maybe its time 
4Uey'applied it, to themsdva:!.' . . ; , , T'
Editor, The Review, Sir:
As a citizen preparing to vote 
for responsible government for 
the Town of Sidney, and also as a 
programme director of the 
Sidney Recreation Commission, I 
would appreciate the opportunity 
of presenting a few' of my per­
sonal views on letters appearing 
in your issue of Nov. 6. I
At this time criticism w'as 
levied at: elected Gduhcil mem­
ber^ who had pie courage to 
report to their Council what they 
liad encountered - not when 
spying - but when attending to 
their community responsibilities. 
Completing their reports, they 
then gave unanimous appiwal to 
the request that e.\penditures for 
a Teen staff member be included 
in the request from the Victoria 
YMCA being forwarded to the 
allocations committee of the 
United Appeal,
As programme director of the 
Sidney Recreation Commission, 1 
have received many calls from 
parents reciuosting information 
on such details as mentioned in 
yoiir article the previous week. If 
the standards are not satisfac­
tory then Sidney Hecrealion 
Commission has a responsibility 
lo see that these are corrected. 
Tins was the first indication 1 had 
received that the standards were 
being quo.stioiu'd!
Teen groups within the 
framework of the Recreation 
i’rogranime are receii ing tlieir 
sliare of attention and funding, 
not as small groups, but as im- 
liorlanl segmontH of the com­
munity.
Furthermore, while awaiting 
iinlieipatod funds from Vbiited 
appeal, the qn-going ex- 
tu’ndilure.s of a Voiitli Centre are 
being compiled by Sidney 
Ueereation Commission, for 
budget inolusion, and will be 
reflected in iis proposed budget 
ijelng forwordod shorlly to Town 
Council for 1975 financing.
Since the Initiation of (he SUC 
UecTenlion Trograinme this is 
tho find lime that authorized 
leaderH have actively engaged in 
polities. I query why individual 
leadeiis resort to these inctics, I 
do not coiuiider the placing of an 
effigy in Sanseha Hall acceplablc 
to Commissison staiidards, 
Should this have taken place al 
North Saanich School, wilh 
comincnlH directed to the School 
Board, my opinion would liave 
been the same,
To the young people wlio signi'd 
their letter, ttiank you very 
much. You are the ones wliohavc 
conlribuled lime and effort to 
vioili. foi i1k‘ living.' you war,I. 
This was the first time I was 
made aware that Sidney 1’een 
Aelivily tiroup had an active 
membership. 'The Hecreation 
Office now Isis this information 
on tile. How many of you were 
presimi on Friday. October 25, 




'.mm Filth St 
Sidney
Editor. The Review, Sir;
Your correspondent from 
Vancouver is a bright person, but 
when she talks about something 
of which she is ignorant, she is in 
danger,of appearing to be a silly 
‘ass.y: ■
: Persisting along that line, one 
becomes just that. The. Labour 
:Governinent in Britain and the 
N.DvP. here have no place an; 
socialism.
Granted there are socialists in 
both parties, but they betray 
socialism by adopting lesser 
measures, and are prone to ac­
cept existing conditions, knowing 
in their hearts they do wrong. The 
fact is, socialism is too good for 
us, not being interested in more 
liberty to enjoy life; we sell our 
birthright for the mess of pot­
tage. I am not instancing 
material things as such. 1 think it 
was VVm. Morris who said “that 
man is richest whose wanLs arc 
least.’’ Why should we put up 
with anything but the best man is 
capable of’? George Dorsey 
suggest-s “If smart business can 
capture politics, why can’t fair 
play’?’’
Worth thinking about,
F A, Thornloy 
Saanichfon
I'.ditor. The Review. Sir:
It is unl'ortimale that the wife of 
Sidney Alderman Ross Martin 
chooses to make the S.T.A.G. 
Activity Centre an eleetion issue,
It is unfortunate, too, that she 
ehooses as her target Aid. 
Patricia Merrett, who stands for 
eleetion along with her luisliand, 
Aid, Uos:s Nhirtiii. in the coming 
Skiney election, Having attended 
several Council meetings during 
the year, and having spoken with 
Aid. Merrett personally, 1 know 
her to he a person who gives lier 
full support to worthwhile lu 
tivilii's for I.Hith young and old in 
this area, She is not only Conn 
oil’s reprcsonlalive bn the Sidney 
Hecrealion Commi.ssion and one 
wlio works vigorously for healtli 
ful, iietiyo, roereational 
programs for the young while al 
the .same time mindful of lax 
dollars provided by Sidney, hut 
she is also an aclivo memher of 
the recently formed Tri 
Municipal Hecrealion Com 
missioii. wliich seeks lo find 
facilities for additional 
recreation, such as swimming 
and skating for the young ix'opk 
of Die three communities, Aid 
Merrett is doing a magnificent 
job in tmth these areas, and is to 
iw commended lor it.
As Sidney's retire.senlative of 
Dll' Ailvi'i ThfiMik? fa rvli e vvlva’h 
operates a aery Hueeessful 
program al the Senior Cllizens’ 
Centre In Sidney, I also take 
exception lo Mrs. Marlin's letter 
in last week’s Ifeview wliich 
refers to llie Senior l.’itizeiTs 
i'enire a.H a ‘hang'Out'. May 1 
remind Ih'I' tluil lliese senior 
cili.n’n< ha vim*,li ned tlieir right lo
a comimmity cenlp.' in Sidm‘>
through a life long dedication to 
work and responsilsiliiy in this 
lonitnunily and elsewhere In
fact, they devote many long 
hours to the creation of arts and 
crafts wliich are sold to defray 
the operating costs of the Sidney 
Senior Citizens’ Centre. Although 
this sale of crafts is not sufficient 
to meet overal cost of operation, 
it does, in fact, offset operating 
costs substantially, and more 
important, provides a useful 
activity* for. those who w’ish to 
continue community work in the 
happy atmosphere so prevalent 
at the Centre. The success of the 
Centre is mainly due to their own 
tireless efforts. Aid. Merrett 
recognizes this fact, and is 
pleased to support the Centre 
through attendance at their 
regular bazaars.
At the other end of the scale we 
have the young people of the 
community who, through their 
own efforts or those of their 
parents through taxes, deserve 
equal recognition. 'I'hese are the 
Seoul and Guide Associations, the 
Air Force and Sea Cadets, anc 
those many active young people 
who lake advantage of the varied 
programs offered by the Sidney 
Hecreation Commission and 
School District 63. These young 
lieople are Du* active, eom- 
numity-miruiod future leaders of 
our eommunity, striving to im­
prove Diemsolves through self- 
discipline and through healthful, 
active sports and recreation. 
l''acilitie.s for these recreational 
activities are offered at the Seniit 
and Guide Hal), Du* Airport, 
Sanseha Hall and grounds, and 
the schools. Programs offered 
are varied, ranging from hiking, 
roller skating, teen dances. 
s|H'eial skills and disciplines, to 
iU'tive sport,s siieli as U’lmii 
liaskelball, softliall, volleyiiall 
anil. soccer. Opporhmilies for 
youth are indeed inany aiu 
varied, and support lor these 
pi'Ograiiis by Sidney Couneil, aiv 
indeed Aid, I’at Merritt, is 
evident:
In contrast to the programs 
ouDineil in my letter for senior 
eitizens and yotilh, Du* S.T.A.G, 
group, operating under the 
sponsorship of the Sidney 
Hecreation Commission, seeks 
funds from the United Appeal and 
Cnuncll for a grant close to 
$111,000 for the coming year, 
'’unds are to meet Ihi* cost of 
employing an instructor, pur* 
<*hase of a billiard falDe. and tor 
rent of Hu* small Sanseha 
Clubhouse to the rear of Sansclia 
grounds. This eomparalively 
small group of leenagers ranging 
from IJ to 17.veilrswishes to meet 
every night of the week, has no 
;,prilfic pr'C.
obviously wishes to opt out of Die 
regular activities offered at 
Sanseha and schools. In short, 
Diey want a drop in ceoiie, or 
activity centre willi tin special 
activities m mind. With a budgi't 
riHpiesi louilling that ot Ha* 
Sidney Hi'creation t. onirnission 
last ye.ir serving hundreds ol 
yoimgster.s in the community, 
iind with the fate of the prev ious 
drop in centre still tre.sli in llie 
minds of many Couiu il mciiil'crs,
Sidney Council did well to ponder 
the merits and intentions of 
S.T.A.G. I, personally, believe in 
the old saying, “Idle hands make 
mischief;’’ And I do not belieye in 
encouraging youngsters out 
every night in the week, either. 
Mrs. Martin and Mrs. Grant are 
obviously in a unique position to 
help these youngsters since they 
seem to have developed a rapport 
with them. It is unfortunate that 
they are not encouraging them to 
help themselves more rather 
than to seek public funds. I know 
of many groups in Sidiiey, boDi 
large and small, that have 
worked tirelessly and constantly 
to raise funds for their own useful 
endeavours, and these groups 
have alvvays received the sym­





A fellowship of believers 
under the Lordship of Jesus 
Christ having chosen to follow 
the teachings of Christ, 
desiring to know in depth the 
Word of God. Our supreme 
desire is to know Christ and to 
lie conformed into His image 







Prayer Meeting 7:30p.m. 
Wednesday ^
Bible study ^ 7:30 p.m.
Pastor: Monty Moore 




SIDNEY AND NORTH 
SAANICH 
Rev. R. Hori Pratt 
Church Office - 656-3213 
Manse-656-1930
ST. JOHN’S DEEP COVE 
Service Worship 9:30 a.m.
ST. PAUL’S SIDNEY 
Services of Worship 11.00 a.m. 





Rev. John M. Wood, B.A. 
Church Office 652-2713 
Manse 652-2748 
SHADY CREEK, 
7180 East Saanich Road 
Family Service and 
Sunday School 9:45 a m.
memorial gifts




; 792 Sea Drive
Sunday, November 17 
TRINITY23
8:30a m. Holy Communion 
11:00 a.m. Morning Prayer, 
Family Service
^ CANADIAN CANCER: 
SOCIETY
are. an appreciated mark of 
respect used exclusively for 
research, and should be taken, or 
mailed to 857 Caledonia Avenue, 
Victoria. Cards are sent to the 
bereaved and an official receipt 
issued to the donor.
Rev. W. Dobson 652-3860
SAANICH PENINSULA 
CATHOLIC PARISH
Editor, The Review, Sir;
Wc* rc-iloratc our complete and 
unalterable opposition to any 
type of voluntary registry or 
reunion registry for adopted 
children and their natural 
parents,
We recognize there may be 
certain exceptional cir­
cumstances where it may 
become necessary for this tyiie of 
confidential information wilh 
respect’ lo their natural parents 
be made availalile to the adopted 
cliild, In Du'se circiimsUinces, we 
recommended the following 
guidelines:-
1, Only a Supreme Court Judge 
sliall have the power to authorize 
access to (locunietils relating to 
adoption or tn authorize 
diseloHure of identifying in­
formation,
Peace Lutheran Church 
2295 Weller Ave.
Sunday School. 10:00 a.m.
Morning Service 11:00 a.m.
Fellowship Hour 
Wednesday 8 p.m. 
Sunday
9:00 a.m. Service at
First Memorial Chapel 
4725 Falaise Ores, Royal Oak 
Vacancy Pastor 
Rov, A, F.Otke 656-2372 
Clnireh Office 6.56-2721
Rev. R, Cunningham 
652-1909
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Saturday Mass 8 p.m.
Sunday Mass 9 a m,
assembly of god 
9tH'2 E, Saanich Kd, 
l Block North off 
McTavi,shHd,
ST. EIJZABETirS CHUHCH 




Tuesday toFriday 9:00 a.m.
Rev, F. C, Harper
2, All identifying information 
with all copies thcteol should be 
sealed and available only by the 
iniihorily of a Supreme Court
im
:u For such identifying in* 
formation, only the adoptee may 
apply,
4. The Supreme Court Judge 
should base his decision on the 
following considerations:
(ai There must lie eomiH'lling 
and important reasons so Dial the 
Supreme Court Judge is 
satisfied that uivlliiig Die adoptee 
and either of las natural parents 
is e'-senli.'d in nrd»*r for the 
iidoptee lo live a healthy life.
(hi Thi* Judge before making 
such Order shall appoint a 
represeitlalive ol Hie Court to 




Sunday School 0:45 a m,
Morning Wor.ship 11,00 a,m, 
Evangellstie Meeting t p.m 
TUESDAY:'










Your ».lK rornmunity Chapols, 
inciopondwnt cnmlly Owned and 
Coolrollotl. Sand& since 191J,
(Cl 1 Ke Ji'atge sii.di ool gumi 
the Grder il cither ol tlie natural 
IK(r(*nt.s do not wish the reunion lo 
lak(* place or li t{ w not in Du* liest 
mlcK'sls ol ifie (idopli'c,
N ours very truly.
(Mrs 1 P llohw'S 






Phone 652-:i;f26 , 
Sunday School lOiCXJO'in,
Morning worship VCOOO ni.
Pr/iyor S. nrnif.o WUxlnoMlay ii;UU
p.m.
Young tjeoplo Frldoy 7i30p.m,
w fit COM'-;
we CARE
Dedicfltt'ci lo Sorvico 
SenMblo I’rlcos'




Sunday, November 17 
9; t.5a,m, Sunday Bible
School
ft,0(1 a.m. “Thru Grace
lo Glory"
7:00 pan, “Envy Not
............ EvitDoei;.'’
rtM
MMBf wwffMriioiMii nmr t*m.




50I vinu Vancouver t&lwnd 
Cflll Collect
Pastor Darrel Eddy 
Tuesday
6;:i()p,m Pioneer Girls 
Wednmiday H:oop.m, 
Hihle Study and Prayer
AbIVKSIONOr 
VitTCrtlA,, 3'ii! 
SlONRY, AS* J93J 
COLWOOD, 478 llitJI 
DUNCAN, 74* 5JV3 
i.74‘)Yr.MnH, J45 jiai 
NANAIMO, 7.SJ >037





LARGEST CROWD in recent years attended 
ceremonies in Sidney on Monday.
Remembrance Day
At the Hobby Show in the main 
building complex at the Saanich 
Fairgrounds the weekend of 
November 16 and 17, five 
societies will be displaying their 
own particular hobby project.
The Saanich Pioneer Society, 
which was formed to preserve the 
human history of the district, will 
have a stall, as will the Saanich 
Artifacts Society, showing their 
small machinery and artifacts 
from the past. The Model 
Engineers Society and the Violin 
Makers will be demonstrating 
their art and skills.
North and South Saanich 
Agricultural Society, who 
sponsor the Saanich Fair, famous 
for family fun and education 
from Halifax to Victoria and
south of the border, will have a 
booth depicting the 106 year 
history of the Society — its work 
then, now, and-in the future.
Other booths will feature 
hobbies of every description. 
Many will.be selling their wares 
— there will be home baking, 
jams and jellies, Christmas 
decorations, gleanings from the 
outdoors, and junque so fantastic.
Focal point in the Main Hall 
will be the sUige display of ar­
ticles unique and antique.
Doors will be open Saturday, 
November 16, from 10 a.m. to .6 
p.m. and on Sunday, November 
17, from 1 to 5 p.m. Lunches and 
teas will be served on Saturday 
and tea on Sunday afternoon. 
General admission will be 75c, 
Senior Citizens 50c, Children 12 to 
16 50c and children under 12 free.
For further information phone 
the Convener Mrs. Sylvia Hutt, 
652-1540, or Hobby Show Division, 
Mr. Cliff Clive. 7.52-1770,
Water, ftecreatioffl ki Hospitals lain Topics At Electioa Meeting
UNANIMOUS SUPPORT FOR ACUTE CARE WING
Tax Freeze For Elderly Popular Suggestion
Water, recreation and the 
acute care hospital wing were the 
leading topics of debate Thur­
sday evening at a Central 
Saanich all candidates meeting in 
Mt. Newton school.
Five aldermanic hopefuls, 
including two who are also 
contesting the district’s lone 
regional board seat, spoke to an 
audience of nearly one hundred 
interested spectators.
Leavened by the unintentional 
humour of one man, who kept 
making comments on the quality 
of peninsula drinking water, the 
meeting’s only jarring note came 
when former school trustee 
Gordon Ewan challenged Mayor 
; Jean Butler’s right to read to the 
gathering a letter concerning the 
; proposed hospital addition.
Ewan was over-ruled by 
' mutterings from the audience, 
most of them telling the mayor to 
proceed with the reading.
All candidates were unanimous 
in their support for an acute care 
.• wing for the Saanich Peninsula
■ Hospital on Mt. Newton Cross
■ Road, with the most popular 
statement coming from Eric
T''T;Lewis.-
c “Why don’t wejust get busy:
: and build it?” he asked^ and was 
' greeted with the evening’s 
loudestround of applause.
“It is a shameful thing," Dave 
: ' Hill said, in reply to a question 
. from the audience, “when it was 
.: passed so long ago, and we 
haven’t yet seen a hospital.”
On the question of increased 
water for the peninsula. Hill 
explained that his water com- 
: mittee are presently organizing a 
ground water study, and hope 
that the provincial government 
will pay a large portion of the 
costs.
Such a study should be carried 
out before plans are made to
bring in water from Sooke, Hill 
said.
“The only way to find out is to 
drill test wells,” he said.
Lewis also garnered at least 
one vote with his proposed plan to 
freeze the property taxes of old 
age pensioners on fixed incomes.
Other residents of the 
municipality can”roll with the 
punches,” he said, prompting one 
man to ask his name so he could 
vote for him.
“The council should do 
something for recreation, besides 
talk about it,” was another of 
Lewis’ views, adding that district 
children were “running up and 
down the roads with nothing to 
do.”
George MacFarlane, seeking 
election for the first time, told the 
meeting he wanted to “help 
continue the record of good 
government” in Central Saanich.
He also advocated some form 
of compensation from the 
province to offset “potential 
revenue losses” resulting from 
the land freeze.
Competing with Hill for the 
district’s regional board seat, as 
well as running for alderman, 
Donald MacLaurin based , his'- 
speech on the/ ‘draining, 
background and experience” he 
would bring to the job.
He implied that his friendship 
with many of the regional board 
members would be an asset to 
him as a director.
He also dealt with the evening’s 
only heckler.
“The water here is terrible,” 
the man said, “I wouldn’t drink 
this water.”
“I add something to mine," 
MacLaurin replied.
Campbell Thomson said lie, 
too,would press for' com­
pensation from the province for
lost future tax revenue, as well as 
encouraging the provision of 
more recreation facilities.
The five candidates are con­
testing three council positions 




CHARTER LIST TO U.K. & EUROPE 
NOW AVAILABLE
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You probably are aware that I have put my name I'orward. to join Couneil for one 
of the vacant seats. You may ask, “Why am 1 running?” Briefly, this is my ex­
planation.
1. Being a successful businessman I have bad experience with money, em­
ployees and the public for 24 years. It is necessary for ^
qualified people on your Council as the Municipality is
Central Saanich and requires people who understand business and finant.ing. it 
is your tax dollar wo are spending.
As a father of a growing family. I am eoiujerried ahout the laelc ol 
recrtfational facilities for this area. A fresh approach is retiuired which I fee! 
capable of presenting.
3. With today’s high inflation, it seems a shame that ponsionors who have 
worked all their lives to acquire a small home are confronUHl with continuous 
inflationary tux increases. I do not feel that they should be burdened wi h Lhe.sc 
increases when they are on a fixed income, It is necessary to I rce/.e their taxes tit 
the existing level.
1 am a Canadian Citizen 44 years of age and have lived in this area for the better 
part of the past 36 years. My home and my business are located in (central
Saanich.
If vou feel, after reading this short loiter, Hint! have the qualit ications yem desii 
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Wedne
Mfe is Funnier Thmn The €mmies
HISTORIC PRAIRIE INN on East by the Liquor Control Board, the 
‘Snorts a new colour Peninsula’s first neighbourhood pub
scheme of light gold and canyon moss, will open, the pr^netors anticipate, 
RenSU to the interior are nearing the first week in December.
completion and, if plans are accepted .




The Canada Post Office are so 
anxious to get you using the new 
postal codws, thej/’ll even code 
your Christmas card list.
That bit of news was included 
a post office press releasein
issued last week, announcing the 
opening of a coding unit at the 
Victoria Ros^ office.
Postal employees will answer 
code requests both by phone and 
mail - with no charge for the 
service. ^
They will man the telephone at 
388-3419 from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Monday to Friday; mailing 
address is Room 203, 1230 
Government Street, Victoria, 
B'G. V8W 2Y8.
In Sidney, B.C. on November 6 
1974, Mrs. Clarissa Elsie Ayers 
Shaw, aged 60 years, born in 
I Springhill, Manitoba, late 
residence, 1524 Victoria Avenue, 
Regina, Saskatchewan.
The unit is the second of its type 
in B.C.
Toget your Christmas card list 
coded, send a legible copy this 
week, including your return 
address.
She leaves her husband, Alfred 
G: Shaw; sons. Grant Shaw,
I Brampton,, Ontario; daughter,
I Mrs. Trevor ' Lloyd (Yvonne), 
[Toronto, Ontario; 7 grand 
children and her sister, Mrs. 
Edward Oaks, (Billie), Sidney, 
Ib.C.
•WOI^EN AGLOW exp ands to SIDNEY
Women 'Aglow, a :Fuil-Gpspel
inter-denominationa 1,; ■ iri- 
ternational affiliation of women, 
will expand intonew territory 
beginning with a luncheon to be 
held at the Sidney Travelodge. 
The date of the luncheon is Nov. 
27.
The speaker will be Brenda 
Futter, who, .with her husband 
Father Ivan Futter, is deeply 
involved with the Anglican 
Renewal, in Victoria and Lower
Vancouver Island. Fresh from 
new encounters with Christ at St. 
Saviour’s, Vic: AVest, and al^ 
with the (Charismatic prayer 
group; arid Bible study in their 
parish of South Saanich, Brenda 
will speak on ^‘Seeing The World 
Through New Eyes”
.Mrs. Shaw was a Life Member 
I and Past Noble Grand, In­
dependent Order of Odd Fellows, 
-Rebekah Lodge N p, 123, and Life 
me mb e r a nd P a s t ;P r es ide n t 
Ladies; Auxiliary, The Royal 
Canadian Legion, Saskatehewan 
Gommand:''C,:;;
BY. H.V. GREEN
P'ormer Review Editor 
Strange it is that the funnies 
are not comical any more, or so it 
seems to the writer. As a child 
and adolescent the lively capers 
of Weary Willy and Tired Tim 
were a hilarious scream, but in 
the maturity of age the antics and 
pseudo dramatic adventures 
paraded in the newspapers fail to 
raise a chuckle, much less a 
hearty laugh.
There are exceptions to every 
rule, therefore I confess to get­
ting a kick out of the adventures 
of the impossible Andy Capp and 
his suffering spouse, who 
frequently enliven the breakfast 
table by the absurdity of their 
domestic situations.
As to the rest, the comic strips 
appear to be in the nature of long 
continuing stories of the soap 
opera variety, or humourless 
inanities churned out by the year 
by syndicated hacks and dished 
out to the public day by day, time 
without end.
Presumably these exercises in 
futility have an adult following. 
Indeed, one has heard that 
certain types will first turn to the 
sports pages of the paper and 
then to the comic strips. A brief 
scanning of the headlines serving 
to assimilate the news.
But the news columns provide 
plenty of material for laughs, not 
least* the, typographical errors 
and transpositions that escape 
the eye of the proof reader. Was it 
not The Review that once made 
reference to the Christadel 
phinium Church!
However, it is iri the real estate 
advertisements that the con­
noisseur of the ludicrous will spot 
the most amusing samples. 
Mysteries too, for in the ab- 
brieviated language of the realtor 
I have yet to under stand, the 
extent of plumbing installations 
implied by the statement IV2 
baths.
What priceless incongruity is 
visualised by the advertised 
“Ranch style home with 
cathedral ceiling in the living 
room,” and could resist the offer 
of a dwelling that “needs your
personal touch in redecorating 
both inside and out!”
Consider ’ the poetic 
imagination of the agent who this 
week warmed to his subject with 
the following eloquent descrip­
tion: “live in your own paradise 
among flowering shrubs, exotic 
plants, rare flowers, nut and fruit 
trees, berries, etc., all so 
beautifully arranged that it is 
breathtaking. Thrill to the 
sweeping views across the water 
and inner islands to majestic 
Mount Baker by day, or the 
romantic reflection of moonlight 
by night... your very own 
unlimited supply of crystal clear 
water.”
Conversely, one can only 
wonder what to expect when 
potential clients are tempted with 
a promise that “when sewer 
comes in you strike it rich.” As 
an allurement the prospect is not 
without humour.
The new's columns abound with 
humour of the strictly grim 
variety. Is it not laughable to 
read that when 28-million eggs 
were rotting away in marketing 
board warehouses, the province 
of New Brunswick was importing 
eggs from the USA to satisfy the 
normal demands of the 
population.
Funnier still when the price of 
sugar spiralled to unbelievable 
heights that panic-stricken adults 
should rush to clear supermart 
shelves of all available supplies. 
Had they remained calm and 
curtailed rather than accelerated 
their buying for a while it may 
well have wiped the grins from 
the faces of manipulators of the 
market who have made the 
killing.
In the realm of politics, the 
House and the Legislature, there 
is an abundance of humour as the 
contestants strive for advantage.
Currently, Hugh Curtis is a 
sitting duck for the topical shafts 
of Premier Barrett and his NDP 
henchmen, but who can tell who 
will have the last laugh? But the 
consequent isolation of Con­
servatism’s sole remaining 
representative is no cause for 
merriment. His situation “wraps
me in a most humorous sadness,”
;o quote Shakespeare out of 
context.
To find humour in the most 
unlikely situations is a valuable 
bonus in the struggle to make a 
living, and even in the revered 
calling of the'Church. The Rev. 
Sydney Smith was an 
acknowledged wit a century and 
a half ago, and he startled the 
clansmen by asserting “it 
requires a surgical operation to 
get a joke well into a Scotch 
understanding.”
Collegians at Oxford university 
could not contain their 
merriment w’hen the Rev. 
Spooner annsunced the hymn 
Kinhering Congs their titles take, 
and the same gentleman 
dismissed a delinquent student 
with the admonishment: “you 
have deliberately tasted two 
worms and you can leave Oxford 
by the town drain.”
So was born the Spoonerism, 
which by the transposition of 
initial letters can give a sentence 
a decidedly odd appearance.
Humour is the pinch of salt that 
enriches the stern facts of reality, 
so if it is no longer to be found in 
the funnies, let us search for it in 
















TRAIN AT HOME 
for an exciting career as
MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST
Learn how you may become a medical receptionist through our 
home study program.
WRITE TOD.\Y giving phone number to:
■^^^f^rof-eiiionai ^raininq institute cUtd.
204. 1501-17 Ave., S.W. Calgary, Alberta, T2T OE2









St. Elizabeth’s social cjub 
meets Nov. 21 at 1:30 p.m. in the 
Sacristy of the Church. All ladies 




Education, . Age. Phone.
Registered under the Trades Schools Regulation Act in the 
Province of Alberta. Saskatchewan and British Columbia.
!
A As a; full; housevis expected, 
please reserve early by phoning 
either 652-2372 or 656-2417. on or
before Nov. 26. v
;Services were held in the Sands 
Funeral Chapel of Roses; Sidney, 
B.C: on Tuesday, November 12, 
1974 at 1:00 p.m. Rev.John M. 




YOU CAN ENJOY A 
FINE STEAK DINNER
AT
A break-in at Sidney Lanes, 
Fifth Street, on the weekend 
netted thieves approximately $50 
in silver - the contents of a pinball 
machine. The break-ih was 
discovered shortly before noon on 





7 oz. SIRLOIN, BAKED POTATO, 









Monday to TliuiBdny FUl vSi SAT.







Former Board Chairman Family Man
NOTICF is hereby given to the electors of tho furUier that the porsoas duly nominated as candidates at the said
lSpa% iJSJ^sald become necessary at tl. election for whom only votes will be received, are:-
elec lion now pending, and that 1 have granted such poll: and, ____ _________________________________ _ _____________^------ ^--------






alderman - THREE TO RE ELECTED










IS THE PLACE TO BUY YOUR
SlVOW TIMES
Tt'llWi'®'
A SNOW TIRE FOR EVERY CAR 
A SNOW TIRE FOR EVERY BUDGET 






KETREftOS AND USED 1 
ALL AT PRICES WE HNOW YOU WIIX LIKE
COME SEE US W0W! _ ^ _ui t ate. nuFir rumr.r*
















1899 Hovoy Road 
SAANICHTON, B.C,
8()05 Arthur Drive 
SAANICHTON. B,C.
10.59 Ml. Newton X Rd, 
SAANKDHTON, R.C,
770 Bremwo(x.l Heights 
BRENTWOOD RAY, B.C, 

















1899 llovey UOild 
SAANICHTON, R.C.








S('n()()L TRUSTEE(INK Til BE EI.KCTED
School Trustee 2 year.s 2,534 Newman Rond Teacher
.School Trustee 2 years
SAANICHTON, B.C, 





















Siu'tr phll will he opened Hi! 
ia) Brentwood Elomcmtary School, Brentwood Bay. 
Hrt Ki'iUtng Elementary-Schwl, Keating 
(e) Municipal Hall, Sartnichton,
on the Kith day of .November, 1974 between the hour.s of 9',90 a.rn, 
imd8:tK| p.m. aim Um rtvivaiicn I'uil sviii be opened al liie MuiactiKtl 
Hall on the 1 Ith ami l.5th <lays ot November. 1974 between the hours 
<9 2:99 pirn, and 5:99 p,m. of which every i,x.‘rson is hereby required 
to tnK*'noltee and govern him^el( accordingly
•i, *** *





HEALTH BOARD WON’T HELP WITH SEWAGE PROBLEM
Page 7
■ Council is going to have to 
make its own mind up as to 
whether it is prepared to condone 
development of small lots with 
individual effluent disposal
systems, a delegation from North 
■ Saanich was told Thursday.
Mayor Paul Grieve, along with 
Aldermen Herta Hartmanshenn 
and John Lapham, approached
Effluent Standards Council's Problem
SIDNEY LAMES LTD.
2 Winners
l^ST SUNDAYS HIDDEN SCORE lACKPOT
DANNY RING AND HERMAN RIDGE 
EACH WON $7.50





Dr;,Allen Arncil, regional health 
officer to see whether the health 
department would be prepared to 
make higher standards man­
datory with respect to effluent 
disposal systems.
With the change in assessment, 
jx?ople who formerly had no in 
lention of developing their land 
are now being forced to because 
of the dramatic increase in their 
taxes. Grieve told The Review, 
Monday.
He said council is receiving an 
increasing number of requests 
from people wanting to develop 
their 50-foot lots. These lots are 
mainly on Chalet Road, the land- 
side of Madrona Drive and on 
Patricia Bay.
“Is the right of a man over his 
land stronger than the fear of 
pollution?” That is the question 
council must come to grips with. 
Grieve said.
On the one hand you have the 
right of the owner lo build on his 
land and on the other hand you 
have the good of the community 
to consider. Grieve added.
He said the regionalf health 
department considered the 
problem a matter of zoning and
was not prepared to lay down 
higher standards for effluent 
disposal systems. Arneil did 
assure the North Saanich 
delegation his department would 
look at each application carefully 
and study the individual systems 
proposed.
Grieve said Arneil was also not 
prepared to take action against 
malfunctioning existing septic 
tanks nor was he prepared to 
force people to repair them.
Grieve said he was submitting 
a report to council on the meeting 
with Arneil and that he would 
indicate council either take ac­
tion to stop increased develop­
ment of this nature or simply 
condone the situation.
Three courses of action are 
open to council. Grieve 
suggested.
He said council could either 
forgive the taxes on undeveloped 
land zoned as residential (“which 
we are not prepared to do”), 
increase standards of effluent 
disposal systems (“which the 
health department are not 
prepared to do”), or introduce a 
by-law which, under certain 
circumstances, whould require
amalgamation of lots.
Grieve said founcil had spent 
time discussing the third alter­
native but kept coming back to 
the right of an owner to develop 
his land. He pointed out, on the 
other hand, that taxes could be 
lower if two lots were 
amalgamated. He also added
that on a half-acre of property an 
effluent disposal system could 
function without much of a 
problem.
The problem arises when you 
get four houses on three-quarters 
of an acre each with their own 
effluent disposal system, ho 
concluded.
l.AKGKSl' SKI.KCTION AT LOVVKR AVERAGK PRICES;
STEWART & HUDSON
^ BUILDING SUPRUY CENTRESuper
Savers
Fesshion Eyewessr wSfh g
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED CONTACT LENSES 
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE PLASTIC EYES 
TERMS AVAILABLE
I raiscmram
^ 1025 Douglas St
1105 Pandora Ave. 
1175 Douglas St. 
1120 Yates St.
159 Trunk Rd. 
Duncan, B.C.
102-9775 4th St. 
Sidney, B.C.
BEA BOND
is interested in the best of everything for
NORTH SAANICH
Acute care hospital, parks ^ recreation, 
good water supply
Will you give me a chance to try and attain these? 
Remember ■ JHy word is as good as my BOND.
k) BEA BONDll
for North Saanich - November 16th.
J! •">
', ' J,
, ■. ~ Isa..
‘THREATENING TO RAIN, isn’t it?’ commented one 
plowing enthusiast Saturday morning, as liquid sun­
shine poured onto a soggy Saanich plowing match. The 
wet weather didn’t dampen spirits, however, and more 
than 100 spectators watched the 20 competitors entered 
in the annual event. Competition will be held in the 
spring in future years, in an attempt to avoid the rain, 
Saanich Plowing Association Secretary Tom Wilson 
said. Peninsula winners were: Doug Mar, 6095 Pat Bay 
Highway, second in Championship class; Daryl Michell, 
3047 Island View Road, first in two-furrow plow open; 
Terry Michell, 3047 Island View Road, second in two- 
furrow plow -- boys 18 and under; Brian Bickford, 
Saanich 4-H Club, first in two-furrow plow — boys 15 and 
under, and winner of the Archibald Campbell Memorial 
trophy and Sidney Legion trophy ; Brenda Mutrie, 1583 
Mt. Newton Cross Road, first in two-furrow plow — girls 
18 and under; Glenda Mutrie, 1583 Mt.Newton Cross 





Saunichton resident John 
Wainscotlhas been chosen as one 
of the fifty B.C. authors whose 
works are included in a new B.C, 
deparlmeiit of travel industry 
publicalion. 'A l’o<die Ueflec' 
lion,''^
Part of ihe department's 'This 
Is British Columbia’ series, the 
buok inchules r.n poems, one 
essay and 4:i photographs.
Vieloria pholqgrapher ..lack 
Ralph, whose pholos of peninsula 
scenes often appear in The 
Heview, also had work selected 
tor the 100 page, full colour 
''volume, ;
Itegulnr edilons of the 
publienlion will sell for $:i and 
deluxe hardcover editions for $5.





.Sutm iliiy. November ttit, 1971 
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Mexleun Statues .*ii VuseK 
Kerosiiie lumps 
BainlioiiJk Wicker Drupes
Beer .Mugs A Steins 
•lokc & Noveltv Hems 
Curved Teuk Irom India 
CarvinHs fntiit Kiti.mi 










.Mnsieiil Stdiis & Boxes 
SandaUvrtod Soup 
Candles (Ex Idle) 
Chokers ^ Earrings 
Costume Ji \G'hT,v 
iV.ir r.ipupl. ft Supptie 
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resource society influences social service dollar
Informs Province When Taxpayers UnhappyAny service club, church 
group, community organization 
or individual who is interested in 
obtaining provincial government 
funding for community social 
service projfects should mark 
Nov. 20 on their calendar.
That is the day when Saanich 
Peninsual Communit>’ Resource 
Society will be meeting to begin 
establishing priorities for 
community projects and will 
ultimately influence the manner 
in which government money is 
spent on the Peninsula.
Chairman of the SPCRS, Tom 
Rostas, told The Review the 
society was incorporated the 
beginning of May after the 
Community Resources Board Act 
was passed in the spring session 
of the Legislature. Essentially 
the society, comprised of 
volunteers from the community, 





A DlVISION OF BEAVER 
J LUMBER CO.LTD. >
William Diplock
5182 Siinta Clara Avenue
One of our 106 Canadian 
Beaver home con­
sultants who are 
dedicated to helping you 
' it on your own. 
He’s ready to assist you 
with allyour new home 
planning, even finan­
cing if required.
Call him and he’ll send 
you a free copy of the 
1974 Beaver Homes 
Catalogue immediately.
Bus. (158-511 i;i
distribution of dollars spent by 
the government on social ser­
vices in a community.
Rostos said the society is 
currently endeavoring to involve 
and organize a representative 
group of people from this com­
munity who are interested in 
community neeeds in the area of 
social services. The society then 
advises the provincial human 
resources department about 
these needs and establishes 
which should have priority,
He said the society can only be 
strong and make some impact on 
the government if there is a vast 
representation from those in­
terested in social needs in the 
community.
“We won’t be successful with 
only a handful of people,’’ he 
said.
He emphasized how important 
it is to draw together the energies 
of al! the diverse community 
groups working for the same 
goals.
The society has a direct link 
with the department of human 
resources. Services such as day 
care, youth programs, home­
maker services, senior citizen’s 
activities and other grants for 
community oriented programs 
which meet the needs of the 
community must be approved by 
the society before any funding is 
granted.
Rostas said recommendations 
must go into the government by 
December for funding in the new 
fiscal year. This is why the 
November meeting is important 
and why he is urging community 
groups to become involved in 
establishing priorities.
In the past, an organization 
might apply to the government 
for a grant only to find out that, 
because another organization 
had applied first (perhaps for a 
less worthwhile project), the 
money had been spent and there 
was no more forthcoming.
If everyone works together and 
establishes at the outset what is 
most important, this sort of thing 
won’t happen, Rostas said.
; Another function of the society 
is to inform the government when 
people are unhappy abbut the 
way their tax - dollar is being 
spent on sta tu tory' services, tha t 
is, social services the govern­
ment must provide by law.
A good example, Rostas said, 
was the objection raised about 
people on welfare receiving an 
allowance for dog food, 
t‘If the public has objections to 
government spending of social 
services money, this is the group 
to come to, to complain," he said.
, On the other side of the coin, if 
there are people who should be 
receiving assistanee, or 
receiving more assistance, the 
society .will also investigate these 
needs, Rostas said.
Since its incorporation the 
society has been successful in 
obtaining an Aid To Ponsionors 
grant of $2400 a month tor four 
staff persons and expenses and a 
Community Action Group grant 
of $50 a month for expenses. Both 
these grants expire at the end of 
the fiscal year and will be 
evaluated by the society as to 
their worth and, depending upon 
community priorities, will be 
forwarded for consideration for 
tho coming year.
The society was also in- 
strumonUtl in obUvinIng funding 
for a period of time for a 
deUiched youth worker at North 
Saanich school and this 
will again, be considered when 
setting priorities for (unding. 
Rostas said il is hoped, at the
Nov. 20 meeting to be held at 
North Saanich school at 7:30 
p.m., many members of the 
community will come forward 
with ideas and help the board of 
directors to establish priorities 
for future programming.
He said the society will also be
examining the types of programs 
currently being financed to 
determine if it is possible for 
some projects to merge and to 
ascertain if there is duplication of 
services, or if the community 
feels their continuation to be 
necessary.
“If all the groups pull together 
there are a lot of things that could 
be done,” he concluded.
PYTHIAN SISTERS CONVENTION 
HELD IN SIDNEY
Mrs. Maureen Robertson, 
D.D.G.C., preskied at the District 
No. 5 convention Pytliian Sisters 
for low'cr Vancouver Island, held 
in the K of P Hall, Sidney on 
Saturday, Nov. 2, with an at­
tendance of 79 members. Past 
Grand, Grand, Past Supreme and 
Supreme officers were in­
troduced.
Address of welcome was given 
by Mrs. Marjorie Smith, Sidney, 
and was responded to by Mrs. 
Martha Robinson, P.D.D.G.C., 
Duncan, B.C. Business meeting, 
reports of delegates, exem­
plifications and contest rounded 
out the afternoon session.
Supper was seerved in the 
dining room, catered to by Mrs. 
K. Herrington.
Evening session commenced 
with Initiation by District Of­
ficers, assisted by Maple No. 20, 
Duncan, Degree Staff, who, 
following the initiation, gave a 
ectacular floor display
Grand Temple Officers at­
tending were Grand Chief, Ruby 
McGown. Victoria; P.G.C. Anne 
Leith, Coquitlam; G. Jr. Myrtle 
McKay, Union Bay; G. Mgr. 
Margaret Clarke, Nanaimo; G. 
Sec. Jean Mendria, Comox; Past 
Grand Officers were Lucille 
Hatton, Kathleen Savage,! 
Mildred Beadnell, all of Duncan; 
Thelma Harmston, Beaver Cove, 
Helen Smith, Union Bay; P.S.R. 
Bernice Dayis, New Westminster 
as well as Grand Outer Guard 
Knights of Pythias Marcel 
Chappius, Victoria.
Majorie Smith, No. 36, Sidney, 
was presented with the Nellie 
Ratcliffe cup for the contest, 
runner up was Doreen Hobson, 
No. 20 Duncan.
The Erb Trophy for best officer 
of the day was presented to Nellie 
Hogg, No. 20 Duncan and runner 







MILLS ROftD, SIDNEY, B.C.
Saturday, November IG 
Dancing 9:00 p.m. - 12:30 a.m. 
Henry Fielding Orchestra
K Vs.-., ,
and Beacon Avenue in Sidney were installed last week, 
^d were being connected Thursday by Bob Pearce. A1
department of highways spokesman told The Review 
Friday that the lights still must be inspected; by a 
provincial electrical inspector, and will not likely be in 






ON NOVEMBER 16, 1974
TO THE ELECTORS 
OF CENTRAL SAANICH 












- full Biipport of recrtuitloniil nctlvHics
- careful speudhig of Municipal la.v (loHari*
- r'o.openitlori vvHli ailjololng rmmlci|it»Htlcs 
• PiTHcrviug the clinratTcr of t'cnlnil SaauU’li^
- (icncral reporliug scHsloiiti to the public • open meetings*
(Tir liirtluT* Inffirniullthi wr 4 (ide to tin* PoIR, I’len*''* li'b’pImH*’,
j fefil I hnvft sfirvfid as a riisponsiblfi Alderman 
with Progressive Policies and look foiward to 
Represeiitiog You Again in CEf'iTRAL SAAMlCil.






















1. - Sound North Saanich Zoning Plan
2. - Strong and Active Peninsula Water
Committee
3. - Well Developed Parks and Recreation
Program
4. - Policy to ensure an economical and
sound use of municipal monies
5. - Policy of continued improvements of
fire protection for the municipality
6. - Policy which will bring about the
completion of the Acute Care Wing 
of the Saanich Peninsula Hcspital 
located on Mt Newton Crossrr^d.
On November 16,1974, Vote
KMHim
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22 CANBiBATES SEEKING ELECTION TO 14 COUNCIL, SCHOOL BOAHB ANB MEGIONAL SEATS
The Vacancies
CENTRAL SAANICH — 
Council, three seats, two year 
term; Capital Regional Board, 
one seat, two year term; School 
Board, two seats, a two year term 
and a one year term.
NORTH SAANICH — Council, 
three seats, two year term; 
Capital Regional Board, one seat, 
one or two year term (regional 
term coincides with council term 
of candidate elected); School 
Board, won by acclamation.
SIDNEY — Council, three 
seats, two year term; Capital 
Regional Board, one seat, two 
year term; School Board, won by 
acclamation.
The Candidates
Of the 17 council, school board 
and regional board seats up for 
grabs on the peninsula in the 
present round of municipal 
elections, three have been won by 
acclamation — all of them by 
women.
Central Saanich Mayor Jean 
Butler is running unopposed for 
her first full tgrm, having won a 
by-election held to fill the 
mayor’s chair after the death 
earlier this year of former Mayor 
Archie Galbraith.
School Trustees Norma Sealey 
and Lois Walsh were also 
unopposed in their bids for re- 
election in Sidney and North 
Saanich.
For the remaining nine council 
seats, three regional board 
positions and two school board 
posts, a total of 22 candidates are 
in the running. Brief descriptions 






Stressing the "training, 
perience and judgement” 
would bring to the job, the former 
alderman (1969-71) claims he 
would deal with council and 
regional board decisions only 
after “listening, studying and 
considering.”
A chemical engineer, 
MacLaurin has extensive ex­
perience in the pulp and paper 
industry, and spent the years 
1961-73 as a teacher at the 
University of Victoria. He has 
been both a department head and 
vice-president of that institution.
lletired, MacLaurin says he 
has the time and concern he feels 
are necessary to being on council 
and the regional board.
Stressing his maturity and 
judgement, he says he is free 
from any “conflicting alliances 
or commitments”, adding, “My 
only vested interest is in the long 
range good and happiness of our 
community.”
' ALDERMAN
families living in government 
housing.”
His main concern, he says, 
centres on three aspects of local 
government: provision within 
budget of adequate municipal 
services, realistic objectives for 
the natural growth of Central 
Saanich and the encouragement 
of farming and recreation.
MacFarlane "strongly sup­
ports the construction of the 
acute care wing to our hospital," 
and is “concerned about the loss 
of farms generally, particularly 
in view of the world food shor­
tage."
MacFarlane would support 
“cooperation with neighbouring 
municipalities to solve common 










seeking re-election to a 
term and is also contesting the 
Capital Regional Board scat for 
Central Saanich.
Campaigning on a platform of 
continuation of past per­
formance. Hill says ho would 
continue to ‘’use rational 
judgement and good, old- 
fa.shioned common sense” in his 
decision making on council,
Hill has reiterated his cam­
paign pledges of 1972: main 
tenance of the rural, country 
atmosphere of Central Saanich; 
establishment of more 
recreational activities and 
programs for people of all ages;
CAMPBELL THOMSON
A self-described “working 
father”, Thomson is particularly 
concerned about effects of the 
provincial land freeze on Central 
Saanich. The freeze, Thomson 
says, will certainly restrict the 
district’s tax revenues and will 
result in increased property 
'taxes/'...' '
Thomson would support a 
council request to the province 
for “special compensatory 
grants to make up-for this lost tax 
^revenue,
Such grants, Thomson claims, 
would enable the municipality 
“to acquire a recreation facility, 
parks and other worthwhile 
projects — while remaining an 
agricultural
A machinist, Thomson has two 
young children. He is seeking 
election for the first time.
ERIC SHERWOOD 
Seeking election only to the 
North Saanich seat on the Capital 
Regional Board, incumbent 
Alderman Sherwood has one year 
left on his aldermanic term.
He advocates that such ser­
vices as transit, community 
planning, health needs, social 
services and water distribution 
be planned on a regional basis.
Sherwood feels the regional 
plan should designate the “extent 
and location of residential, 
commercial and public service 
use of land in order to ensure a 
satisfying quality of life in both 
the urban and rural parts of the 
region.”
If the district’s population is to 
be restricted by the region, 
Sherwood believes the region 
should offer financial assistance 
toward septic disposal systems, 
water distribution and recreation 
facilities.
Discussing the manner in 
which he would vote on regional 
questions, Sherwood says he 
would take into consideration his 
own principles and the decisions 
of North Saanich council, but 
would normally follow his in­
terpretation of “the wishes of the, 
residents of the whole regional 
/district.”^ 7:'.."'-:
:alderm,an::;:'::.;^::::
centred on the worry “that an 
attitude of ‘concerned respon­
sibility’ toward individual tax­
payers has been lacking in North 
Saanich.”
"This is shocking!” he 
says,“Council makes its omelet 
heedless of the eggs it breaks."
"To orient everything in terms 
of the ‘imagined’ general interest 
of the municipality is one-sided. 
Alone, such an attitude can en­
trench, tyranny, hatch a viper’s 
nest of elected oligarchs and 
establish the rule of personal 
whim.
“Rather, it is equally im­
portant to protect the rights and 
solve the legitimate problems of 
each ratepayer. Good govern­
ment harmonizes both.
“If elected,” du Temple says, 
“that’s what I’ll try to get us back 
to - harmony and balance.”
(Editor’s note: The photograph 
of du Temple which appears here 
was supplied by the candidate.)
He favours a combined 
recreation centre, suggesting it is 
“an investment in a trouble 
reduced future.”
GEORGE WESTWOOD 
Former commanding officer of 
VU-33, Weshvood retired recently 
from the Canadian Forces.
He believes that North Saanich 
is a community “which should be 
protected from the ravages of 
expedient, short range, partisan
North Saanich
and an “tMideavour to keep the
lax-payers informed on the af 
fairs of the municipality” -- 
clnimlng that he has worked to 
achieve those pbj(?clives and 
would continue to do so.
As (ihairman of the water and 
parka and recreation ;com­
mittees, member of the advisory 
planning commission, chairman 
of the ixmlnsula water committee 
and member of the peninsula 
recreation council, as well as 
nUernatc director on tho regional 
board. Hill has been one of the 
busier members of council in the 
past two years.
On his candidacy for regional 
board election, Hill says he 
“strongly believes in the regional 
process,”
“Politicians can now sit down 
as a unit, from rural and urban 
areas — and plan how they 
want their region to grow," he 
says, adding that ho supports the 
goals of tho official regional 
dovclopmenl plan,
ERIC LEWIS
Describing himself as a 
“successful businessman,” 
Lewis claims to have the ex­
perience with money, employees 
and tho public necessary to help 
run “the largest business in 
Central Saanich.”
As the father of a growing 
family, Lewis is “concerned 
about the lack of recreation 
facilities” for the district, and 
promises a "fresh approach” to 
the problem,
A major plank in Lewis’ 
pluUonn i.s a plan to freeze lh(! 
property taxes of pensioners at 
their present level. This freeze 
would not simply bo a delay in 
taxation, Lewis has explained, 
but would constitute forgiveness 
of taxes in future years, over the 
present level.
”Wilh ICKlay’s high inflation.” 
he sny.s, "it seems a shame that 
{K^nsioners who hnve vvorlced all 
their lives to aeciuire a small 
home are eonfronled with coi)- 






IncumlHml Alderman Cump- 
Sion has .sat on North Saanich 
council for six years, iind has 
been the districl’s capital 
r('gionul board repr(‘sent!itive for 
the i>ai,U two years. He is seeking 
rtselection to bolli posts,
His many years in public 
practice will) a national firni of 
Chartered Accountants has. 
('umpston says, provided him 
with much needed experience for 
his role as alderman and regional 
director, „
GILBERT MONTGOMERY
A toolmaker with the federal 
government, Montgomery would 
work toward “improving the well 
being of the residents of the 
municipality, by retaining the 
quality of the environment.”
He opposes the concept of 
municipal amalgamation, but is 
in favour of cooperation: with 
neighbouring rhunicipalities.
“In a time when inflation is fast 
eroding the value of our money, ” 
Montgomery says, “it is essential 
that we get full value for our tax 
dollar,”;.' ' 7'C.';
He would like to see better 
access to the four highway 
crossings in North Saanich, and 
would work to improve the scope 
of water distribution in the 
district.
Montgomery believes that 
council should maintain con­
tinued surveillance on district
planning and development.
To do this, he would “preserve
what we have ------ resist the
erosion of our autonomy — not 
pursue growth for growth’s 
sake.”
The municipality, ’A'estwood 
believes, must pay its own way 
“and avoid debt with adequate 
financial reserves.”
He would endeavour to keep 
municipal costs and taxes 
minimal, “consistent with the 
needs of a slowly developing, 
well-planned community.”
Westwood says he is “deeply 
concerned” about the lack of 
progress on the peninsula acute 
care hosptial, the“fragmented 
water system, the cost-sharing 
aspects of the proposed combined 
recreation centre, fire protection 
and the future development of the 
Pat; Bay environmental epm-
(for three years until the end of 
1972), Hollingworth is again 
seeking election to that position, 
as well as to the town’s Capital 
Regional Board seat.
He cites 15 years of taking “a 
great deal of pride in working for 
my community in one form or 
another.” and feels he has the 
“time and background” to serve 
the community.
Hollingworth feels that the 
town has two major concerns — 
water and recreation — and says 
he would work toward solving 
both of them, “taking into con­
sideration the present in­
flationary tax situation.”
He would prefer to see a tri­
municipal recreation centre, but 
would support a Sidney-only 
facility if one for the entire 
peninsula appeared unlikely.
Under the population limits set 
by the official capital regional 
plan, Hollingworth says a water 
pipeline for the peninsula ■ is 
unlikely to be economically 
feasible.
He doubts, however, that these 
population limits will, in fact, be 
adhered to, and would work 
toward any reasonable plan to 
provide the additional water he 
feels the town needs.
ALDERMAN.
'Parks and recreation must 
become higher priorities,’’Martin 
claims, “with a larger share of 
the budget than in the past.”
PATRICIA MERRETT 
A prime objective of incumbent 
Alderman Merrett is “to continue 
the ground work for the tri­
municipal recreation' com­
mittee,” enabling the peninsula 
to have a recreation complex.
She would continue cooperation 
with adjoining municipalities,! 
and would support “all worth­
while projects that will benefit 
the community as a whole.”
Citing the installation of 
planters, boulevard trees, 
playground equipment and a 
municipal greenhouse, Merrett 
claims the parks program has 
progressed well urider her 
chairmanship.
She also feels it is desirable to 
have a woman on the town' 
council.
Offering “no magic formula to 
our water problem,” Mrs, 
Merrett would, however, supporL 
‘any feasible method; of 
acquiring a pipeline” to carry




marinas “to ensure that the
esthetic quality of our coastline is 
not needlessly impaired,” and 
should “encourage horse iMding 




Mrs, Bond cites her in­
volvement in many activities as 
evidence of her interest in Ihe 
community. She has boon 
president of tlie Sanshury PTA, 
court clerk in Sidney, socreinry 
of the Sidney and North Saanich 
Chambe-r of Commerce, 
secretary-treasurer of Boy 
Scouts, secretary of Sanseha and 
festivities chairman for both 
North Saanich and Sidney cen­
tennial commiltee,s.
She is basing tier campaign of 
‘‘integrity and common sense, 
with a keendesire to keep our 
I'ouniclpality a charming area for 
many yea r.s to come."
Parks and recreation, she .say.s, 
would he areas of imporinnce to 
her...
Mrs, Bond woiiUi "present llie 
leiriale viewpoint on council," 
and says her actions there “will 
always be for tho host Interests of 
the cominiinily as a whole."
BERN ARD ETHIER
Main purpose of his campaign, 
Ethier says; is to draw attention; 
to and garner support;for a 
recreation complex for the 
Saanich peninsula.
“Eighteen thousand strong,” 
Ethier says, and the town of 
Sidney and districts of North 
Saanich and Central Saanich are 
“the only municipalities without 
a public pool, skating rink or 
curling rink in Canada.”
“All others have at least one of 
the three,” Ethiej* claims, “and 
some with smaller populations 
have the whole complex.”
Ethier contends that the ab­
sence of such a complex brings 
“shame on the leaders" of the 
peninsula municipalites.
“The subject of a complex lias 
been in the air for five years,” he 
says,“.. .1 gather tliat perhaps 
they hope we’ll forget it or lose 
interest. Well this man hasn’t."
He warns, however, that 
regional boards fts well na the 
provincinl government “must be 
careful not to become wo powerful 
as lo take away the very 
necessary local autonomy of the 
muiiicipiilitics.”
GEORGE MACJ'AULA.Mi 
A retired naval officer, 52-ycar- 
old MacFarlane retired two 
years ago fr(an a position will) 
the armed fortes that involved 
“ro.nponsIbilUlest lor providing all 
the services to personnel, in­
cluding approximately 7(’)0
He vows to continue liis cn- 
cemragement of ‘•:iane finiuici.':il 
|)oliclefi'' and opposition In 
"unnoceshary expenditure,s nnd 
the adoption ot unduly resinctis e 
hy-law:H."
Hi), majur aimr, or, ilw vf'gioniH
level. Cumpston says, are the 
"speedy construction of the acute 
care wing at the .Saanich 
Fonlnsuln hospital, and the 
adoption of the official capital 
regional plan,"
Itetirf’d ^rom his ncccunting 
practice, Ciirnpston soys he has 
the time to devote lo the intci csts 
of (lie district and tlie region,
RAimVDl’TKMIH.E 
Du Temple's platform Is
PETEK TUEIKJETT 
A business ndmlnlslrator, 
Tredgell says his prime concern 
would be to “keep the spending of 
the munlclpnllty al a snnsible 
level aiid to keep wasUige and 
dupUcation to a minimum,”
An 'updated zoning plan for 
North .Snanleh is necessary, 
Tredgell believes, and “11 must 
be carried out in a manner that 
ermuri'S the lieauly and character 
of the area,"
He doubts that the regional 
plan will Ije etfeeilve and feels 
the district must have its own 
plan "lo prevent, the abuses we 
can anticipnto If a firm 'zoning 
plan Is not available,"
Ticd’gctt say.:, .'.uch a plan i:- 
nlso necessary to an adequate 
water supply for the area. Ho Is 
opposed to zoning controlled by 
iho availobdliy ol water, ond 
sv(wld work toward making the 
peninsula water committee n 
"Strong vehicle through which a 
proper water supply, at a 
reasonahlo cost, (could) be ob­
tained"
WILKIE GARDNER
Gardner hn.s served as an 
alderman in Sidney for the past 
eight years. He is presently the 
town's repreHontullvo In the 
Capital Hegional Board, and Is 
seeking re-eleelion to both 
posi lions.
(Editor's note: Mr. Gardner 
has been away on vaeation 
(luring much of the campaign and 
was unavailuljlc at press time for 
more detailed comment on his 
cainpulgn platform, During the 
1972 election, lioweyer, ho ad­
vocated increased concern for 
town recreation iaoilities and 
W'as an early advocate of a 
peninsula water committee,)
m’fJHHDI.LINGWOlITU
! former alderman In Sidney
EDW ARD PRICE 
An electrician with a young 
family. Price is active on the 
Sidney Recreation Commission, 
and believes that the town’s 
recreation program needs 
‘adequate money."
The present, council, Price 
says, are missing many of the 
small things that need doing in 
the town.
He cites such things as bicycle 
racks along Beacon Avenue, 
playground equipment, wading 
pools, benches and a teen centre 
to support his views.
An adeciuate water supply for 
the town of Sidney is also one of 
his obJ(3Ctivo8, and he critlcisos 
cocincll for "playing politics with 
our water,"' =
Contiiuicd on Page 10
■'WMEBE- 
TO VO TE
IK WS MARTIN 
Seeking re-eleetlon to a second 
term, incumbent Alderman 
Martin believes that council 
should not bo "an elitlsl brnly that 
merely engineers an ndequato 
physical setting for the town," 
Sidney council, ho says, 
"should be a group of citizens 
working together lo make tho 
town a better place lo live for all 
citizens,"
Citing the fact that the town lias 
"grown tremendously" in recent 
yours, Martin says council has 
done a fair Job of providing the 
nocc'fisnry physlctd services. 
They hove not, however, 
"'‘r(ti'’,fnctori)y provided for tho 
human roporcusslons of this 
growth."
"There are young fnmlliM 
living :hcre and growing here," 
Martin bcllovos, that "need 
worthwhile things to do and 
places,.to, go." .,
Polling Ntnltons In all 
nrens W’lll remain open 
from iH a.m. to « p.m, on 
Bnturdny, November HI.
: • central SAANICII, — . 
polling stations will ho 
loca tod nt, 111 entwood 
ICIemeniary School, 
Keating Elementary 
Bchool ond the Municipal 
llflll. 'i' ■'
NORTH SAANICH - 





ARE'TWE SAME ' :■
The Donald George Wifttwood 
whose name appeared last week 
in The Review’s Provincial Court-* 
column, is not the George 
Westwood who Is ieeking election 
«»an alderman In North Sanhich,
Page.lO- THE REVIEW
Wednesday, November 13, 1974
CENTMAL SAANiCH SCHOOL TRUSTEES




A school teacher appointed to a 
vacancy on the board last spring 
by Education Minister Eileen 
Dailly, Tangye is seeking re- 
election to his position as trustee 
: Trained as a professional 
engineer, Tangye claims he can 
offer knowledge on “how schools 
and plant are designed, built, 
inspected and paid for.”
; During the nine months he has
been a trustee, Tangye says, he 
las been involved in the following 
problems: “A larger playground 
for Keating Elementary, tri­
municipal recreation facilities, a 
now washrchange room at Mt. 
Newton and more economic use 
of water.”
“If trustees are to help parents, 
teachers, principals to modify 
our courses and our teaching 
methods,” Tangye believes, 
“trustees have got to know how 
classrooms, labs and shops 
operate.”
He feels that his “broad ex­
perience in public schools and 
five years as a master instructor 
at BCIT” have given him this 
knowledge.
of national revenue, he has also 
been manager of a low cost 
housing estate in England. He 
has been an officer of the Public 
Service Alliance since 19()6 and 
was a founding member of the 
Sidney senior citizens housing 
society.
Vickerman has spoken strongly 
in opposition to province-wide 









RONALD R. LAING, M.D.
IN NEW CHILDREN’S GAMES
No Electricity 




No Holding Tank 
.No !'■ree/e-ups .
ERIC VICKERMAN 
A Sidney resident, Vickerman 
is contesting the Central Saanich 
school board seat for two 
reasons: a “desire to be of some 
service to the area” in which he 
has lived for 28 years, and a belief | 
that “vacancies for public office 
should be contested.”
An auditor-accountant with the 
federal government department]
Safe, sanitary, comfortable and 
dependable. Perfect for cabins, 
travel: trailers, campers, boats, 
recreational areas, golf courses, 
construction sites and farms, etc. 
Little John' enjoys unlimited en­
dorsements and certifications ■ by
,c.o.a:'
CONTRAGTORS; contact us for 











An error in drafting cutliries for 
a photograph of Sanseha Hall in 
last week’s Review resulted in 
Eric Sherwood’s name being 
omittedi and the name shared by 
both the local school superin­
tendent and a Central Saanich 
^ gasystation: operator being im 
serted instead.
We tyoiild like to apologize to 
M r. Sherwood for any: in­
convenience this ‘niay have 
caused him in his campaign for 
election as regional board 
director in North Saanich,
JAMES LANG 
A former school trustee and 
board chairman in Prince 
George, Lang says he is “most 
concerned about the ever in­
creasing costs of education, as 
well as.the fact that the fantastic 
price we pay today is not 
necessarily turning out a well 
educated person, or a better 
citizen.”
Many students cannot spell, 
Lang claims, “let alone write in 
good intelligible English.”
“How long can we go on,” he 
asks, “awarding higher salaries, 
reducing pupil-teacher ratios, 
building better buildings and 
adding new programs, without 
taking a good long look at what 
we are doing, where we are 
going, and what it is costing us?”
It is Lang’s opinion that 
teachers are not as effective as 
they should be, and that “they 
are being influenced by a militant 
B.C. Teachers Federation 
executive.”
Teachers salaries already take 
“too big a slice” of school 
r operating budgets, Lang con­
tends, claiming that it will be 
students who are short-changed if 
teachers are granted another 20 
per cent wage increase this year.
HARRY TOBIN
Tobin served three years as a 
trustee from Sidney (1970-71-72) 
and is seeking election in Central 
Saanich where he now makes his 
home.
Due to retire next year from his 
position as an immigration of­
ficer, Tobin was trained as a 
teacher and taught school in 
Alberta for seven years.
During his years on the school 
board, Tobin says, he con­
centrated on improving learning 
conditions in district schools, 
insisting that new programs be 
thoroughly researched before 
being implemented.
He was an “enthusiastic 
supporter” of the work ex- 
periehce program, an idea he 
claims has been copied by many 
other school boards.
Tobin has “battled for more 
community use of schools,” and 
supported the idea of a district 
resource centre.
He believes in “balancing off 
both talents and equipment so all 
schools in the district can have, 
competent educational op­
portunities.”
His fundamental philosophy, 
Tobin says, is that “as times 
change so must new programs be 
developed and new methods used 
.... but, for God’s sake, don’t 
neglect the three R’s.”
A new concept in children’s 
games is being promoted on the 
peninsula ’oy members of the 
peninsula Esperanto group.
As explained by group 
organizer Wally duTemple, the 
games differ from those most 
often sold' for children’s 
amusement in that they promote 
co-operation, rather than com­
petition.
Thus the competitive aspects of 
a ‘Monopoly’ or ‘Snakes and 
Ladders’ - where someone wins, 
and the others lose - is turned into 
a spirit of co-operation in 
‘Together’ - a game designed for 
as few as two children, or as 
many as 36.
‘Together’ presents community 
problems in card form, with 
another set of cards to overcome 
them. It is best played, ac­
companying literature explains, 
with adult supervision, guidance 
and advice.
Solving of the various problems 
the game imposes requires a co­




Victoria Chapter No. 17, Order 
of the Eastern Star is " having 
their annual Christmas tea and 
Bazaar on Novmember 16 from 
1:30 to 4:00 p.m. in the United 





HOBBY SHOW & 
GHRISTMASSALE
NOV. 16 -10 to 5 
NOV. 17-1105
HOBBIES IN ACTION UNUSUAL EXHIBITS
FILMS - DISPLAYS’ 
SKI-SWAP
Bring That Equipment You Ulish To Sell.
SAMSCHA HALL
ADMISSION: ADULTS 75c 
OLD AGE PENSIONERS 50c 
12 to 16 50c
SAANICHTON AGRICULTURAL HALL
UNDER 12 WITH ADUL'I'S FREE 
DOOR RRl/ES





SIDNEY TAXI AND TRANSPORTATION 
CO m
' ;ftND.:
25 LB. BAG WHITING FILLETS LB
TAXI
383-1121
WITH A FLEET OF 40 CARS 
TO SERVE YOU BETTER
RENT-A-CAR
THE 24 HOUR U-DRIVE SERVICE
*0
SATBLU7E




m Till*: SlUXICY WHARF' FOOT Ol' 'IH^ACOX
il
“During the game,” the rules 
state, “children might begin to 
see how countries have, limited 
resources and must often turn to 
others for assistance.
“They will encounter the 
conflict of a nation having to 
solve its own problems with some 
resources that a neighbour nation 
also desperately needs.
“What to do? There is no pat 
answer,” the rule writer con­
cludes, adding that “the wisdom 
of children is often touching.”
This game and several others 
produced by Family Pastimes of 
Perth, Ontario will be on sale at 
Pauline’s Handcrafts in Sidney.
Ronald R. Laing, M.D, wishes to announce 
the opening of a General Practice at 9775 4th
Street, Suite 101, Sidney, B.C.
OFFICE (i56-(»163 RES. 6,56-2072
ANNyiTIES
Guarantee a prime investment retui’n and tax advantages 
for immediate retirement income.
DAYLIGHT ROBBERY 
Central Saanich police are 
investigating a theft Nov. 8 from 
Butler Brothers Supplies, 
Keating Cross Road.
A Black & Decker sabre saw 
and two Sanders, valued at more 
than $325, disappeared from the 
store, apparently. Police Chief 
Bob Miles said, ‘‘brazenly” 
carried off while the store was 
open for business.
Call Vernon L. Hembling. C.L.U.
HARBORD INSURANCE
Insiiranco Is Our Business Noi a Sideline
12‘20 Broad .Street :j8()-84n
N THE HEART OF DOWNTOWN VANCOUVER
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
provides spacious new 
accommodation with fully 
equipped kitchens, cable 
TV, phone, free parking 
and view balconies. All this 
for $16.00 single and $4.00 
per additional guest with 
complimentary coffee and 
tea service for your added 
enjoyment. On your next 
visit to Vancouver stay 
downtown at the Mayfair 












WESTWOOD, George D. X
For reservationsf write to :
AAAYFAIR; HOTEL : '
845 Hornby St., Vancouver 1, B.C. or Phone area 404-407-6751.
A PERSON DEDICATED TO THE WELL-BEING OF 
NORTH SAANICH WHO WILL LISTEN TO YOU 
AND WORK FOR YOU ON A FULL-TIME BASIS.
hawe
and iff
A Review subscriber for nearly 
50 years, Mr. F.A. Thornloy has 
also been a regular correspon­
dent with the paiwr's various 
editors lor much of that time,
1 FRESH
SOCREYE SALMON
AVhoUv $*1 50 n 1 
I'ish ttSti 1
1 WHOLE SOLE 1
25 Pound Bag $goo
1 ONLY 24* A ROUND |
FBESH SOLE 1FILLETS
1 The PtM'fecl Liuu’hcmi Dish $120
1 .lust Fvv 111 Butter 1 LB.
Almost everyone can loll you what a new.siiaper i.s. 
In Canada il is cither a daily or weekly, Nearly (10 
{Kjr cent of all Canadians read a newspaper every 
week, Tliey contain news about you and your town. 
But there are newspapers anti in many places Ihero 
are '’.shoppers" or “throwaways.” .Some contain 
.some new.s, tliuy serve a purixjse, but tlieir primary 
purpose is advertising. And, they do not legally 
qualify under the definition of a riew.spapcr.
newspaper! Uut what la Uu) legal definition of a ncwspaijcr ?The most common definition under posUd 
regulalioas: “'nie primary purpo,se of such 
publication is to Inform llie public, and it must liave 
a paid following of readers,”
Your local news()aper’s prime function i.s to iiresent 
tlie news . . , bonc.sUy and fully. That’s all. 'nic'y 
offer maximum local ideritification with your 
community. Ami their paid circulations are iKisilive 
proof of their tnerit, Ihetr influence tuul tlieir licing 
wanted m your community.
L








(United Nations Children's Fund)
CHRISTMAS CARD SALE
Pauline’s Handicrafts and Crafts 
2424 Beacon, Sidney
"A future for eyery Child”
FULFORD HARBOR'TIDES
Wed. 13 (1535 n.2 1005 9.1 14,50 11.0 2215 1.5
Thur. 14 0630 11.6 1100 9.5 1520 10,9 2250 1.4
Fri. 15 0705 11,9 1155 9.8 1550 10.7 2325 1.5
.Sat, 16 0750 12.0 1255 9,8 1620 10.4
Sun. 17 0005 1.8 0830 12.0 1410 9.7 16.50 10.0
Mon. 18 0040 2.3 0915 11.9 1540 9.4 1720 9.4
Tue. 19 0120 3.0 0955 11.9 1700 .8.8 1910 8.8
Wed. 20 0200 3.8 1035 11,8 1805 8,1 2010 8.1
WEATHER
is theThe following 
meteorological report for the week 
ending Nov. 10, furnished by the 
Research Station, Sidney. 
Maximum Temp. (Nov. 7) 54
Minimum Temp. (Nov. 4) 34




Supplied by the Atmospheric 
Environment Service for the week 
ending Nov. 10.
Maximum Temp. (Nov. 6 & 7) 55








PRIME RETAIL OR OFFICE SPACE 
1900 SQ. FT.
HEATED MALL - AMPLE PARKING 




Thurs. Nov. 14 DiilO a.m. - Carpel bowling
10 a.m. - Liquid Elmbroidory - weaving 
Noon - Lunch
1 p.m. - Dressmaking - Bridge - Beadwork 
7 p.m. - Crib
10 a.m. - Needlepoint - Keep fit - Quilting 
Noon - Lunch
1:30 - Stretch & Sew - Knitting
2 p.m. - Jacko
1p.m. to 4 p.m. - Open for Drop-Ins.
1 p.m. to4 p.m. - Open for Drop-Ins.
10 a.m. - Quilting - Ceramics.
Noon - Lunch
1 p.m. - French - Ceramics
2 p.m. - I'hlms.
10 a.m. - Oil Painting - Serenaders practice. 
Noon - Lunch
1 p.m. - Watercolours - Oils 
1:15 p.m. - W'hist 
7 p.m. - Shuffleboard 
10 a.m. - Rug Hooking - Novelties.
10:30 a.m. - Mah-jongg 
Noon - Hot Dinner
2p.m.-Concerl-CHioral Oroup-MainBr.
7 p.m. - Evening Cards.
DAU.V: Horseshoes - Cards - Shuffleboard. Morning coffee and af­
ternoon tea served every day, Mon. to Fri. with a special hot dinner 
each W'ed. Senior Citizens of thedistrictand visitors welcome.
Fri. Nov. 15
Sat. Nov. 16 





Interested in Helping Self and Others. 
Training Prosided Through Saanjeh 
Peninsula Guidance







OFF McDonald park road
FRESH POULTRY AND 
PRODUCE DAILY
10 AM TO 6 PM
WEEKEND SPECIALS
NOV. 14, 15, 16 & 17th.
SANSCHA CALENDAR
Thursday, Nov. 14 and
Friday, Nov. 15
Saturday, Nov. 16
Soccer League Practice (SRC) 4 p.m.
;5:15' p.m..'
North Saanich Dog Obedience Training Club 7 
■ p.m.
Ladies’ Keep Fit (SRC) 9 a.m.
Rae Burns’ Dance Studio 1:30 p.m. 
Clubhouse: Creative Tots’ (SRC) 9)30 a.m.
Table Tennis (SRC)'7 p,m. / *
Rae Burns’ Dance Studio 1:30 p.ni.
Sanseha Clubhouse: Creative Tots’ (SRC) 
\9:30..a.m.' . ■ ."'-'"'V ■
Sidney Teens Ac tiv i ty G roup (SRC) 7:30 p. m.;
N.S, Rod and Gun Club (JR. Section) 9 a m. 
Children’s Roller Skating (SRC) Doors open 
40:45 a.m. ' ■
B.C. Thoroughbreeders’ Assoc.Dance 9 p.m. 
Baby-sitting Course (SRC) 1 p.m.
Sanseha Clubhouse: Art Appreciation (6-10 
yr.) 9:30 a.m,
Ski Club Show (SRC) 1 p.m.
Peninsula Soccer League Clinic (SRC) 7:30 
p.m.
Badminton (Teen Club) (SRC) 7 p.m.
Rae Burns' Dance Studio 1:30 - 9 p.in.
Badminton Adults (SRC) 1 p.m.
Badminton .lunior Club (SRC) 3 p.m. 
Agrarian lUigby Practice 6 p.m. (SRC) 
Volleyball (SRC) li p.m.
I.adies' Keep Fit (,SRC) 9 a.rn. 
l!ae Burns' Dance Studio 1:30 p m.
,Sansclia Clubhouse: Creative Tots’ (SRC) 
9:3110,111.
Wednesday. Nov. 20 .Soccer l.(.'ague Ib’acliee (SRC) 4:30 p.m. and 
6'p.m,' ", B
Adult Badminton Club (SRC) 7;30 p.m.
\'nHa (SHCi 0:30 a.m.
ilae Burns Dance Studio 1:30 p.m!




The Fertility P'estival of the 
Mojave tribe, which I had oc­
casion to investigate in the 
California desert of that name a 
year ago, begins six months 
before the actual night with the 
ceremonial slaying of a goat.
The goat's ears are hung to be 
fried in Ihe sun a.s a symbol of 
something or other and the 
maidens of the tribe begin the 
process of fashioning robes for 
the dance of love, a chore (the 
robe-making, that is) whicli will 
occupy them half of the year. The 
men, meanwhile, have begun the 
making of dyes from roots and 
herbs for their own decorative 
effects.
1 have been recalling this lore 
in the past week because it is so 
very similar to the preparations 
for a teen-age dance. This time it 
is the daughter of a neighbor, but 
I’m happy to report that the rites 
are timeless, involving an agony 
which, sooner or later, must be 
borne by every father of 
daughters. The little lady in 
question has gone to her first 
formal dance. And, like the 
Mojaves’ tribute to the hormone, 
it makes fascinating folklore.
A father is a wistl'ul figure 
during those preparations. His 
traditional and functional role, in 
theory, as the head of the 
household, becomes a shadowy 
thing. He must reconcile himself 
to the' knowledge that he is 
needed only for his banlr account, 
such as it is. This is woman’s 
work. This is No-Man’s-Land.
The selection of the dress, 
which makes any Supreme Court 
judgment seem wickedly (if- 
fhand, is debated for weeks 
before the night of the dance and 
it’s a wise man who retreats into 
the tent of his newspaper.
In the city, 1 presume, mother 
and daughter are able to preform 
these rites in the privacy of a 
dress shoppe or a style salon. In 
the country it is often done 
through the medium of the mail­
order catalogue. Q 
City people think of the 
catalogue as a large book con- 
taining pidtures of shallow-well 
piston pumps, automobile parts 
and men in longWoollen un-. 
derwear. The modern catalogue, 
in fact, is a bible of high style 
offering a bewildering and 
terrible choice for the female of 
all ages.
As the deliberations reach their 
crucial stage the father may be 
invited, half-heartedly, to cast his 
ballot, This helps to narrow down 
the number of eligible gowns for, 
quite naturally, the little dress 
that Daddy likes is automatically 
rojeclod. This is not mentioned 
with any bitterness, but merely ■ 
as advice to younger men who 
will find if out tlie hard way.
Tho dress liaving been selected 
there are tlien a welter of sub­
sidiary problems. Would (,'arrings 
be too extreme? Should white 
gloves ho worn? Will the corsage 
go at tho waist or the neck? This 
is a splcndcd time for a father to 
retire to his work-heneh in the 
liasement iind drive nails into 
Ijoai'd.s,
Like all of life's big niomenls it 
happens with ii jolt of sud­
denness, Th(.‘ fill her hears ii 
rustle of stiff clolh in a doorway, 
looks up find hetiolds a st range 
young woman in tlie room. 11 is a
moment of pride. How lovely she 
looks! And it is a moment of 
despair. How old I am!
A kind of reserve comes bet­
ween father and daughter. Was it 
only last night that he wrestled 
with her so playfully? Now she 
has made perhaps the greatest ot 
all leaps between childhoiKl and 
maturity.
There is time for a sort of ex­
perimental dance before her 
escort will arrive, himself grown 
overnight into ,a gigantic man- 
child. and the father may put on 
his favorite old record. She 
dances easily, coolly and 
forgiving his nervous missteps. 
And then, betore he knows it, the 
man-child has snatched her away 
into the night, leaving behind 









Fresh Cornish Hens.. ... 
Fresh Boiling Fowl........
Frozen Grade A Fryere... 
Frozen Grade A Roasters. 








. 111. 99‘ 
ii,*1.09
Local Tomatoes
Potatoes Netted Gems............. ...
Sparton Apples i:i,2r»hov appr. ihuik. m .. 
D’anjou Pears *:i,m»boxappr,z»iiw.,,r....










' " PLUS \ ^






22 YRS. COMMUNITY SERVICE 
IS IN FAVOUR OF:
1. ASKING FOR HOSPITAL ACUTE CARE NOW
2. SUPPORTING THE CAPITAL REGION PLAN
3. STRINGENT REGULATIONS ON THE DEAN 
PARK HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
4. FULL VALUE FOR OUR TAX DOLLAR
5. RETAINING THE RURAL AIMOSPHERE^^^^^^^
6. ENCOURAGING WALKING AND HORSE 
RIDING TRAILS
7. CONTINUING THE AGREEMENT WITH SIDNEY, 
FOR FIRE PROTECTION IN DEAN PARK.





LEARN TO DRIVE 
AND ENJOY THIS WINTER
16 TO 24 
YEARS OF AGE 
Phone 382-4822
25 TO 95 
YEARS OF AGE 
Phone 382-1712
Young Drivers Canada; '





NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL, 
ROOM 221, 6 - 9 P.M.
I' 0 r (10 m \) I e t c I n 1' o r m a t i o n, 
('oui’HO Suhudules or 
Hroehures call...
21 lloutH f'liiKHniorn livili'iiclioii ' '' ' (
2 Ilmii'H per liccntM'rmirm'Informiilldn 
III In riir, iH'liiprl Iho jvhoul InilnInK 
1(1 IhtiK's n( IIIi.’iiriih>ii.'rviilinn l| you wihli liiohniwi
V.l), CoiiriurMnnluuioN hoemnn MKMIililW OF Y.P, CTUIl OF .(Jij 
0ANAI1A ■ which inofiim Involvmionl In I'lii' rndcnii, rnllloo, ilnncnti,
Top ((tndinih'ti from mu h (MJiirwi wll Tocdivi' FUMK I IIOPll Alll- ;•! 
I'l.ANF FI.IOMT'nvirdrwilcr VIctmln lovlf'wtcnffipwt'ono,
Viiur I'oiii'no INOI.DIIF.H nun of iriilnlnH vohidioh'V Oiivwnmiinf ‘jl 
Hoinl Toiil
(ilFT ('KHTIFICATKK iivnllnhUi • a (!itl llml l« tinmlfnr llli*, : 4:1
VT) Conriio imlinn (oof, iiro (NOOMI'!; 'TAX PKPL50TABh.hh; _ ^
V,|,Mlv,nlo..to» will Hol iw1 oii4 «t CmifttE TECS ItEFUNOFO H 
(hoy 'll* (inv inoinhor of fnmily piirotniMiH n now w ii.wd vishlcui fwu 
I'oior 1*01100 Ftiiil UPON I'UI!;.SFNTATI0N OF V,p. ' 
(T’.UTlFirAT'F, AT TtMF OF IHIIlCKAkK-
i.u;
vul'Nfi vi«’Tc»ui/V<’i;NTKifNo.:w
,, n2;iI‘’uhtk;i'. imionk;ih2-i)N22 ■
Opori Daily, 0:30, a.m.a.m.*5 p.m
GAHDKNCITY DluviNG sciioQi. IH TiiK ciai;r*ia!;D 
nmVlNfl Sf’IIDDI, I'DH THK VOUNfS IHUVEHH OP 
f'VNADA I'HDGKAM FDH (fHKATEII VICfTOUIA
Wednesday, November 13, 1974
REVIEW
CLASSIFIEDS
deadline:: 5 p.m. 
insertion same week.
Monday for
KATES ■ Sixteen words 





1. Real Elslate Kor Sale
2. Real Estate Wanted To Buy
3. Real Estate For Rent
4. Real Estate Wanted To Rent
5. Help Wanted 
fi. -Work Wanted
7. Home Services and Equipment 
E'or Sale
8. Home Services and Equipment 
Wanted
9. Autos and Boats (or Sale














■■'.I ac. I rood, close lo| 
$27,()()().
d.M'. II.AI.I' .ACBH LOT 
Seclusion, pastoral view, trees, 
and piped water. Terms 
available. $27„o00.00 (.MLS)
Storytelling - A Simple f Folk Art
BKACON at 1st STREET 
PRICES EFFECTIVE
FULLER BRUSH PRODUCTS 
WATKINS PRODUCTS





CHF.SSWF.LL HOAD; 2^1 ac. 
level and cleared. Excellent lor 
horses and humans. .$27.()(i0.
DEEP GOVE: P’-i ac. on Wain
STARTER OR RETIREME.NT 
Older 2 bedroom, no-step home 
close to shopping centre. Carport 
with workshop. .aO’ x 141’ lot. 
$27..'0().()U
SIDNEY
Road, Level and cleared. $2f),(l()0.
CURTEIS POINT: App. 'e ac. 
fantastic views, treed seclusion, 
water connection. $:55.000.
DEEP COVE - 127 ft. waterfront, 
F>/| ac. of treed seclusion, 900 ft. 
road frontage, water mains. 
Min. Subdivision '.2 AC — $64,000j
$0,500.00 - that’s the down 
payment on this no-step, 3 
bedroom, 1' - bath home on a 02’ x 
120' lot. 14’ X 28' garage. Close to 
shopping centre. $39,000.00
ARDMORE DRIVE 
3.22 acres - subdivided into 3 lots.
.Approx. 1 acre each. (MLS)
( IIURCM BCILDINC.
and parsonage on East Saanich 
Road Suggested uses: church, 
school, community hall, group 








l60K WHAT $39,900 BUYS!
This immaculate 3-bdrm home is 
only 2 blks. from town, provides 
in-line Living and Dining room 
with hardwood floors and’ 
; heatilator fireplace. Full con­
crete basement, close to beach, 
shops, and chpreh. New duroid 
roof, low taxes. MLS. Drive by 
9675 Fciurth St: and call^^^^^ ; A 
y 656-il5VMR:ELWEI.L477- 
: A:Gor(l6n Mlulrne Lirriited 1
HERITAGE HOME 
C. SAANICH 
On ',2 ac. this venerable 5 
bedroom, .2‘/2 bathroom, stately 
home. Properly renovated, newly 






FIREPLACE WOOD — Cedar Post • 
all hardwoods. Orders taken or 
delivery now. Phone 656-1453. 38-tf
BRUNO von Schuckmann. Garden 




hour which is 
to 11:00 a.m.
JUST ME
Owner Will Dorman gives per­




BUYING OR SELLING 
PROPERTY?
Please Call
“Vancouver Island’s most 




VICTORIA REALTY LTD. 
:{477 SAANICH RD.
BUS. 386-3585 RES. 656-3602 6459
SiriNEY
54x100’ buildiing Jot. Next to 
cbirimefcially: zoned property. 1 
block froin Beacon Ave. Asking
IIORTII HILL
North Saanich; Four one acre lots 
(3 with road access). Nicely 
treed. Quiet Jpeation. Three at 
$22,500 each and one at $17,500." 
NEW listing ;: ,
; Extremely well built 2 storey, full 
basemont home, 2 bedrooms 
upsUtirs plus one on the main 
floor. I '/a baths. 50x110’ lot only 2 
blocks from Beacon Ave. Well 
priced at $39,900. ^
|{EAUT1FULTX)TS 
$19,500 on 1 lagan Road, 7f 
■ frontage and oyer 8500 sq 
■■;'.each.:.:;A'‘V ''2';,'"-
.$22,.500 oh Marchanl Road, 90 ft. 
wide and over 10,000 sq) ft each. 
Attractive Brentwood^; epm- 
(plelely serviced, treed park like 
and; with full^Jengih closed-in 
culverts. Easy terms \ gladly 
arranged. A real opportimity to 
get that choice home site:
652-2511
CRAIGMYLE MOTEL! 2300 Beacon 
Avenue, ,656,4441 ncjw ; accepting . 
bookings : for winter ; rentals. Fully , 
furnished suites with‘ kitchenettes,
I colour T.V,,'cablevision, etc. ■ 35-tf
Call Ered Marconi anytime.
fora factory trained specialist 
phone 656-5114 ■





PART-TIME DRIVERS. Must have 
class 4 license. Apply Beacon Taxi. 
656-5588. , 2 '
FREE TO GOOD home neutered 
male cat, house broken, part Siamese. 
539-2355. 44-2
Established 1925
MATURE PERSON TO BABYSIT and
do light housekeeping four days per 
week — Mon., Tues., Thurs., Friday 
9;00a.m, - 4:00 p.m. My house or your 
house mornings, my house afternoons. 
Driver's license and references 
required. 656-1151 or 656-2751.
Sparlings
PART-TIME EXPERIENCED sales 
dork needed. Please reply to Box D, 
Sidney Review, , 46-1
1959 CHEV. 6 cyi. auto. $100.00. 656- 
4396.
PRICE REDUCED 
57x133 building lot only a few feetl 
from Roberts Bay, nicely treed. I 
Sewer and water, MLS 8881. Now! 
asking $23,000.
ONE BEDROOM 
Cosy collage on a 50x123 ft, lol. 
Oil stove healing. 3 pee hath. 30l 
amp stM-vice. Aluminuni siding. 
Needs Inndseaping. MLS 9891, 
$22,500.
REAL ESTATE & 
INSURANCE
PART-TIME COOK WANTED,or will 
loach right applicant. Evening shift, 5- 
9. Could work into full time at later 
date. Apply In person to Sven 
Maeqaard,■ Manager, Voyageur 
Restaurant, Pat Bay Highway, 461
BOATS FOR SALE
10 FT. CLINKER BUILT dinghy with




The dying art of storytelling is 
being revived weekly at the 
Sidney-North Saanich library, 
through the story hour for pre­
school children.
Mary Kierans, librarian, told 
The Review Friday storytelling is 
one of the few simple folk arts 
still in existence, but it is in 
danger of becoming a lost art.
She has found the story hour a 
popular way to introduce 
children to books and to the 
library.
“We want them to feel 
comfortable in the library and 
enjoy books,” she said.
Kierans said all branches of the 
Vancouver Island Regional 
Library have story hours. Staff 
time is allotted for preparation 
and the actual story telling, she 
said.
“It is considered an important 
library project.”
The story hour was started in 
Sidney over four years ago. Jill 
Swannell initiated the program 
and placed an emphasis on arts 
and crafts, combined with the 
story telling, said Kierans.
“Each person has an entirely 
different approach.”
She said the story telling can go 
from a very elaborate presen­
tation to a very simple approach. 
Anglea Addison, who is currently 
doing the story hour, combines 
the using of picture books with 
singing. r
I<:ierahs said there are certain 
methodsand books which go over 
very well with the children and 
that she gives workshops for 
people interested in learning how 
to tell stories to groups of 
children.
The books used for the story 
hour range from picture book - 
story book types, through 
traditional folk and fairy tales to 
the toUing of stories without a 
book.
C'urrontly thcrc“are between 15 
and 28 pre-sehool children at­
tending the story 
held from 10:30 
Wednesday'.
The session is booked for this 
year, said Kierans.
Also going on in the library is a 
continuing art display from the 
art students at Parkland School. 
Currently being shown are oils 
and water colours from grades 10 
and 11 students.
Soon to be completed and on 
display in the library will be a 
collection of works from Sidney, 
Colwood, Sooke and Port Ren­
frew summer authors' club.
At the beginning of the summer 
children were invited to send in 
what they considered their best 
work - stories, jokes, poems, 
riddles - anything at all they 
wanted to write, said Kierans 
She was amazed at the 
response and the results will soon 
I be seen in a book which will be 
I available to be checked out at the 
library. Excerpts from the book:
How To Change Sidney Into A 
More Beautiful Place - by Jen 
nifer Lindsay, Grade four.
“I think we can make Sidney a 
more beautiful place by taking 
down all those houses! (We have 
so many of them!). By taking 
down those houses, the town can 
put up more parks, and have a 
recreation centre with a heated, 
covered swimming pool and a 
skating rink...
“1 would also take down some 
department stores, and I would 
make a crew plant lots and lots of 
little trees instead of chopping 
them down all the time.”
- Pooh And I - by Aundrea 
MacDonald, Grade one.
“One day Pooh and I were 
picking flowers, and when we 
finished, we took a rest. When we
woke up, right in front of us was 
a bee’s nest, and the bees 
charged after us.
“Ow! Ouch!” said Pooh.”
- A poem - by Coleen Caldicott, 
age 14;yearS:;









prepares it for the next lighting. 
The match of learning kindles the 
wick 
and
the candle of life burns on 
and on 
and on.”
- A Poem - by Bernadette 
Welle, age eight years.
“There was oncie a woman
from Kent,
And really her nose was quite 
bent.
Her nails were long.
And she played ping-pong.
And she lived in an oval-shaped 
tent.”
- From The Empty Room by 
Penny Lehan, age 14 years.
...The four close walls 
forcing inward gave off an at­
mosphere of coiilJnement. The 
ceiling, reigning high over the 
room was sectioned into four by a 
pair of large beams crossing at 
its centre. At their point of in­
tersection, a single light bulb 
hung from a short wire. It was not 
lit. Directly beneath this stood a 
Iwo, thicl . legged table of stained 
and scratched white. Across the 
cold cement floor, in a far corner, 
stood a small stool. From its legs, 
as from the table and the light, 
were spun large drooping cob- 
w'ebs. Withdrawn on the stool was 
a young woman. She sat with her 
hands clasped tightly around an 
old ragged doll. Afraid, alone, 
and silent, staring at the door 
across the room. Far from her, 
that huge, thick door. The door to 
the world, and the threshold of 
life.”-'
Puzzle - by Christina Spear, 
age eight years.
“Why is a young girl like an old
elevator?’”-;, ■■■:■':'■;'■
“(Both seldom work)”
I I'llURS. Fill. SAT.
I We reserve the right to 
I limit quantities
STORE HOURS 
Monday to Saturday 
8:30 to
8:30 a.m. to6:00 p.m. 






2 LB. TIN 
APRICOT. PINE.APPLE, 





RAPT ATTENTION IS GIVEN to library assistant 
Angela Addison by pre-schoolers attending story hour 
Wednesday morning at the Sidney-North Saanich 
Library.
BRENTWOOD COMMUNITY CLUB
Christmas lurkoy Dingos, Monday, 
Docombor 2nd and 16that 6;30p.m,46- 
3









Older 2 lunirnoiii liome in 
residenlial area. Upstairs par­
tially dei'Oleped fur additional 
bed rod ms or playroom ix 
bedroom, lloixl variety of trees 
and shrubs, Storage g;irage plus 
a-ai'iiort, $30,000,00 ,
PIRIE TREE SERVICE




TOPPING AND FALLING TREES.
UarKtscaping, Free estimates. 388- 
5822. :i0l(
SHADY CREEK UNITED CHURCH 
BAZAAR, East Saanich Road, Fall 
Ba/aar, Nov, 23, 2-5 p.m. Plants and 
Oi ied ,u ranciemenl;., stutled toy,, 
baking and something (or everyone, 
The art show displays Iho work ot Mr, 





Older 3 liedroom large family 
liome within easy walking 
(listanee lo good l)eiu,'h.T'enient 
floor but liasemenl w;tlls need 
repairs. 13,5,000,00,,
BINGO K OF P HALL, 8 pirn, every 
Thursday, Evorybodv wolcomo. ’ 41
‘'riends of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph 
H. Nunn, '.U78 Henry Ave,, Sid­
ney, are invited lo an open house 
and lea on Sunday, Nov, 17, Ironi 
2:30 to 4:30 al St. Paul’s United 
(’hurch Youlh Cenire, 2410 
MaUiview Ave,, Sidney, on the 
occasion of their Golden Wedding 
Anniversary. . .
Mr. and Mrs, Nunn, long-time 
residents of the area, arriving in 
1913 and 1918. wore married in 
Sidney by Hov. LG. Griffiths on 
Nov, 17, ID’JL and have resided at 
their present address for 45 
yitars. They have 3 daughters, 
one son, eight grnndehildron, and 
four great-grandohildren
Mr. Nunn was custiKlian of 
North Saanich School for 30 years 
liefore his rotiremenl in 1987.
They keep active by l)owling2 • 
3 limes a week and taking bus 
tours during the summer,





tgr Sictni'v (ifohlwooit Area, Good 
(voiKm.'m;,hi|' at r(',Tr,rmohio pi'lc'.c'i, 
11(0)0 gog'd crow (pi l.irgor lobt,, Cad 
'6S6 502?. . , : 'M'l
iniedrnoni towiilinuse, U;- liailis, 
W-W Ihronglionl, Good sized 
storage, areii in. gardt'iv area. 
$;i4,500,00
ARC, ■ WELDING REPAIRS, 'OV 
homo,I'o.iHOhahlo r.ilos, 656-1049, 4141
WATER VIEW — DEI'IP('DYE
'i'woside liy side 50 x j 17 fl, lots on 
Chalet Hoad about 130 yds, Norlh 
of Birch Hoad, $13,000 each.
'WORK WANTED Tree talliho, 
tomont work, landsciiplng by hour or 
contract. ITim uitimaloti. Call J8>f. 
,'»7,.17,. ■ ' ■ 33 J
SIDNEY LADIES Intorroaod lo lorlog 
wxtiqtd I'olorc; Clvriiama'f.; cad: 6'i6, 
58fl7alit'r 5:3()p.m 44 T
VV,VTEU VIEW-CUUTEIS 
POINT
Half acre on Tryon Hoad 
overlooking Tschiim llarliour 
ond williln easy walkingdistance 
of Weslporl Marina $27,500.
5 year old, 3 bedroom ealliedrai 
enlranee home, close to Hoheris 
Boyjteaeli. Wall Jo 'vall in living 
and dining area. Lower level 
almo.st eomplotely finislied with 
rec, room, den, workshop, iilility 
room and 
unfinished.
111, it' 1 Vi A c V G R ‘' I ■ r V111 ■, tc c-1 ol a I i IK) 
lOu or •■.mail ioutc Cad (vnvilme, 656- 
T6IW. ■ t3M
'(• Italh. One room 
$,52,000.00 ML,S No,
0208
(SKCLUSHJN -- LANDSEND 
Hemilifully treed 2, acre lot with 
over (iiKi feel fronting on LuihI- 
sehd Hd. Also within easy 




858-5511 res, 85',! Hit
Country slo»'i 
potidiliiB and 











lots overlooking Patricia Bay, 
ReeiiU'ir> of farnilv mi«fofliin(* an 
nrgentsale is desired at the price 
of $80,000
(Heii.Iolm
' 1' 11 > I ' t'it'' ‘
$5000.00 DOWN
(.iiviis you imi'iifqoaie
1,11 ge ai.-i.*, li.i.c i.u iji ....ni 
ti.iri'mf'-it tir.i'-." (.(.''in-! .'.•I-' !
(ei'tlurt!*, il) fiidut y in t'.i, I lili 
$-d,'i(X')4kr Phoi'ic SYti 6',)H




6,1{, 1016 HI ;in-l 091.',
Scrvlo'! phone
MARINE MECHANICAL IN- 
STAl.LATIONS dhrl repairs. All 
sysiemvi,-, Proipsaacinal vyork al
i'('('e'On.ihli' rali'Vi, I'-roe pSilimaU's - 656 
,51.'i8, ■ 4641
VOUNO MARRIED WOMAN seeks 
empieymeni I Have h.Kl i:'xpi:'rU'i)t:(i as 
I'l'eihitSf .saieswomi’m recept'onist and 
tiav lari' i-'ieastV ran 652 2677, 46 l
DO YOU H AVE A WiLL7 
Dors Your Spousi) h)\vo a Will? 
Have yourwill (lrav,in up at 
NORFOLKTHUST 
1004 Blnnivhflrtl Viclortn, B,C. 








Several |»Iice loreesi on the 
lowerJslaiid are often involved in 
an informal transportation 
system, Central Saanich Pidico 
Chief Boll Miles laid J'lie Heview 
Tuesday, and tlie system was 
used twice last vveok(.'nd l)y area 
resiflcnts. ,
'I'hree gentlemen, who had 
imliilied somewhat readily, were 
offered ti ride liy .Saanlcli I’olict, 
turned over lo Ihe Central 
Saanlcli dctachmeiil, then to) Ihe 
HCMP lor the Ilnal Jeg of fhelt 
journey home lo North Saanich
Taking lime out to perform 
sucli duties, Miles , said, often 
prevents the much larger 
prni’lenis resulting from drinking 
and driving
"Wextern ( aiiiola 
u dl Vm liniii'i'i'lii
:,(d,)Cid'!. Iirtit, ond
(i,i 11)11 r( Cl ) C, ,11 ',1(1' (Id 
-,'1 (!d ,)hvv 
fl. 1 r (dll
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lerg. LlCOdS-t'd UhCtCt' 
thdoifi l.ir.i-piiihg Fdt,
GENTLEMAN TO SHARP. HOUSE,
ru’cd irafi'-pcriiUlfin, 6f,6 54*18 moi'
((inpH , , . , 46-1
WALICATHON 
‘TERRIFie SUCCESS’
Four-year-old Kalheren Hall 
was the youngest walker on 
Sunday, No, 3, as more than a 
hundred Soouls, (iuldes, 
Ht'ownies, (’iihs and IH'avers 
participated in a walkatlion lo 
raise funds for renovations to the 
Sidney Scopt hall,
Kalheren completed aeven
miles i)| the ten niilc route, which 
Itegari from the hall af I p.m.
Scout representative .loliu Hall 
deserihed the event as ji 
“lerrifiee succeKs’’, and e.S' 
plained that the eo-oiieration of 
Sidney HCMP was particularly 
helpful in getting tlv' yonngsler.s 










' (:.;ir.h (or PUTrins, 




(Kiiigohypi- (,h.'iir, two npihirggny 
lidfilcl (.upl.)0()r(i disi'ii's. 656 .4(123,
621*., 39 11
SANIISKV t.,'kRBAGt'- VI





BEACON TAXI' ngidriH (.irivcr 
Ovvid'is ,'d)y(ii'(' w'ld iill«i', iddddl >.'.’r
l-.d,;, i,..-,--:,:- Ccn'.'r;', ’’('4
Ml'tOdry, 6V,V4i5l)l!, , ,
wr (A/ANT YOUR rpUDV l,lTT(..t', 
ACCLES • TihV quAhtUv ■ 560,1)0 tor).
Juice Ltd, Cobble Hill, Wi-
- 5393
HKQUIRE REMOVAL ot lini-tM, old,. , ,. , /- -j, ( < ■,' <, ".f i*.lt 'A*
6V6 396B tar lurUicr (nfi'inroiiOh. 46 2
UoUiJHV SHOW
Some of the finest poultry sf'ock 
in VV(.'siern Canada will b(' on 
show Nov, '23 al the Saiinlchton 
fairgrounds.
J’lie annual end of season show 
of the Victoria Poultry 
Association i.s the largest on 
Vancouver Island and draws 
(entries from throughout the 
Island, as well as the H.C 
mainland,
Entries will include pure-hied 
pmiliry, laiicy ami racing 
pigemis. water fowl, pheasanl-s
.1)1(1 other game I’irrE
Competition will he for 
trophies, rosettes and rihlmns.
Tlse J'ird’;. plumage is at Bs 
lAst (his time of year, erganiycr 
It,I'. Williams said,
HHKAK-INHSOIA'LD
(,’enlral Saanich police have 
api)reliended a juvenile in con- 
ni'ction with several break-ins in 
the district. Policr- Chief Bbl) 
Miles said Tuesday,
“Normal practie*' in sueh 
eases,' Miles told The Hevu'w, 
“is to try to reach a solution 










in this ease, he sjiid, the 
juvenile will not ajipe.ir in court, 
but will he eneouniged to make 
restiiuiion out ol money .s.tved 
from a summer job 
A lolal ol live tireiiking and 
































WIN A HI SPEI’.D lUCVCI.E 
»JN DISPLAN WiHI PL H 
CHASE OF ANY NAIUHt OH 
HEIN/. PHBHl (T GET 
FILL DETAILS \» 
DIM'IWV IN HIE sroHL
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ii
by Vivian Wallace 
s A friendly lion that hides in the 
laudience, characters that come 
iin and out through the audience, a 
igenie that talks to the children, 
ilots of music and lots of fun for 
levery member of the family from 
Igrandparents down to the wee 
I ones, - all this and more when the 
ipeninsuia Players present 
i“STICK WITH MOLASSES’ this 
Iweekend at Sidney School. 
fCurtain times are 8:15 in the 
levelling, and a Saturday matinee 
|at2:00.
I New with the club this season is 
iMaureen “Boo” Farrant, 
Idirecting the play, with Mary 
iLovett as the lion-tamer and 
|Chuck Harvey as the hero, in 
ftheir first roles with the Players, 
i"Experienced members of the 
Itcoast are Alan Dunn as the Genie, 
illoe Fenton as Ringmaster and 
fvivian Wallace as the Fortune 
fTeller. The loveable lion Alvin, is 
'iWayne Coulson, President of the 
ju^eninsula Players.
Players Present ‘Stick With Molasses’
The setting is a circus tent, and 
audience participation will be 
asked for during the play. The 
costumes have been designed and 
created by Jill Swannell, who 
also designed the posters and 
programmes. Musical director is 
Jacqui Coulson and it has been 
“all hands on deck” to create the 
set, the artwork and effects that 
will create the circus at­
mosphere.
An intermission will give the 
audience a chance to patronize 
the Parents’ Auxiliary con­
cession with its peanuts, popcorn, 
suckers and pop, as well as the. 
usual coffee. A brief interlude 
near the end of the play will ha\'e 
an assembly of ‘extras’ in the big 
top including Roberta Dubar, Val 
Boyd, Cathie Dunn, Paul Harvey, 
Chuck Swannell, Tom Todesco, 
and “Wally”.
The Players are hoping parents 
will make this a “family affair” 
and come with their children.
Real Estate John Bruce 
Sidney 
Realty
How J^Huch Should You Confide In Your Realtor?
The more you can tell him - and the franker you can be - 
about your financial position and desires in a home, (lie less 
likely you are to wind up with a property unsuited to you.
When a home'buyer gets in over his head financially, or 
makes a regrettable mishike in buying a property, he usually 
did it on his own without his Realtor’s counsel.
l.ay your financial cards on the table; The amount of 
monthly payment you can afford comfortably after paying 
taxes and utilities; the maximum down payment you can 
handle. In general, make it clear what you are capable of 
currently, not what you hope to be able to do in the future.
If you have strong, prc-conceived notions about a home and 
neighborhood, don’t keep your Realtor guessing. Tell him 
frankly and as soon as possible in the proceedings.
A buyer may feel the Realtor is prying into his personal 
life. This is of course never so. A Realtor requires the in­
formation only so that he can intelligently search his listing 
files for the property that will most closely fit his client’s 





Home and Office Cleaners 




2233 Ardwell Ave. 
656-2016 656-1278
Excavating Miscellaneous

















Robert W. Roper, D.C.













” riie Uhiluate” in 
< ;ir|)<‘i .S(('ain rioaning
Drapes and 
Upholstery
® BACK HOE WORK 










2260 WEILER AVENUE 
SIDNEY, B.C.
PHONE 656-3775




Best Quality Meat 
and Groceries
10i:U McDonald Park Rd.
656-2651
656-5S11
2:!:!.') Amity Dr. 
Cor. Pat Bay Hwy.
1(1:00 a.m. till 7:00 p.m. 
closed Sundays & Holidays
DANISH UPHOLSTERY
Wall to Wall. Rugs. 
\Vat('r E\traction 
(’omin. & R«‘s. 
Dave Mereer 
;!sr.Toii
All Repairs-Any size Boat and 







LAND PERCOLATION TESTING' 
SEPTIC FIELD INSTALLATIONS 





Men’s - Ladies 
Childrens
Alterations Repairs Drapes 
74.5 Ardmore Dr. Sidney, B.C. 
(;5(>-6170
Wayne Coulson ... the friendly lion.
B. BUITENDYK
BUILDING CONTRACTOR
New Homes & Cabinets Custom build 







Upholstery Vinyls in Stock 
656-1412
Beacon Plaza Shopping Center
Groceries
HAR LEE FOODS
YOUR ONE STOP SHOP 
FOR FOOD 
CORNER McTAVISH 
& EAST SAANICH RD. 















a wide assortment 
of light indu,slrial and farm 
machinery and equipment on 
our big sales (ioor. Drop 
around and see what we tiave 
to offer to the small and hobby 
farmer as welt as Ihe 
professional and the Industrial 
Contractor, You'll get a 
courteous reception and 
therrVa always fresh coffee on
hand.
BUTLER BROTHERS
Groceries - Fruit - Vegetables
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL NINE
■■■■■LTD.' ■■'Beacon Avenue * Phone 656-1171
Mr. James VV. Bond is a patient at Resthaven Hospital.
Mr. J im Bond, Jr. of Prince George, spent the week-end at the home 
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Bond, on Lochside Drive.
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Bickford and family, Simpson Road, left on 
Sunday morning for Kamloops to take in the Fat Stock Show and 
returned home on Wednesday. Also attending the Kamloops show 
from this area were Ron Bickford and George Doney.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Ross, Jeffrey Road, flew to Calgary last week for a ; 
short visit w'ith relatives in the Calgary and Stettler areas, returning 
::hbrne;'this:week.
The Saanichton-Sidney area was well-represented in Reno the last 
week in October when Mr. and Mrs. Bert Bickford, Mr. and Mrs. Wilf 
Butler, Mn and Mrs. Russell Crawford, Mr. and Mrs. Lionel Farrell, 
Mr. and Mrs. Dixon Holloway, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Michell, Mr. and 
Mrs. Charlie Moggridge, Clem MuHin, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Scharff, and 
Mr. and Mrs. Wilf Wills all travelled on the same bus tour to the 
Nevada'.city.■; /
George Wilson arrived here last week from Dubuc, Saskatchewan 
and will again spend the winter with his sister Mrs. M. Sefton, East 
Saanich Road.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivor Palmer, Stellys X Road, arrived home last week 
from an 18-day holiday in Hawaii, where they spent their 5()th wedding 
anniversary.
Mr. C. Mullln, Weiler Avenue, was guest of honor when Mr. and Mrs. 
I,. Farrell, Simpson Road, had a few friends in for a Rummoli party 
last Friday evening — the occasion being Mr. Millin’s 81st birthday, 
Mr. a nd M rs. Bruce Cownden of Victoria have purchased the former 
home of Mr. and Mrs. L. Hodgkin in the new subdivision on Donoy 
Hoad, and arc now in residence in this area.
Congralulalions from their many friends and relatives were ex­
tended to Mr. and Mrs. Ivor T. Palmer of 1981 Stellys Crossroad, 
Saanichton, on the occasion of their Golden Wedding on October 25. 
However, on the actual date the Palmers were celebrating the oc­
casion in Hawifti, where they holidayed for two weeks, returning homo 
on November 5.
Mr. and Mrs. Palmer wore married in St. Andrews Church in 
Cardiff, South Wale.s, on October 2.5,1924, and came to Canada in 1928, 
They homesteaded in Northern Saskatchewan, not fiir from I’rincc 
Alliorl, They made their liome in Ottawa for six yinirs during tlie 
.Second World War years, when Mr. Palmer was stationed there in the 
Canadian army. After tlie war they ond their family lived in Engliind 
for nine months before eoniing west to the Victoria area in 1917, Mr 
and Mrs. Ihilmer have two daughters, Mrs. Muriel Prokopuw of 
Brentwood Bay and Mrs. W. (Cynthiu) Keck of Nelson, ILC,, and four 
graiideliildren.
Central Saanich Lionettes are spoiisoringa l-'rislilnn Show by Anim’s 
Fiishioiis of BrentwoiKl Bay in the Brentwood El(.'nieiitary Scliool on 
'rhiirsday, Novemlier 21, at 8 p.m. A cliance on llii-ee door pri('.('s is 
incdiided in Hie admission fee of $1.!)(), and thore will also tie a raffle of 
two prizes donated by Anna, 'rhere will he baking and hnndierafl 
skills, and a special (ealure will he enteriainmenldt ludf-time by 
members ol the Central Saaniehldons, Proceeds go towards making ii 
bright and hiipjiy Christmas for the residents of Brookmanor Home, 
,Mr, and Mrs. Harold Rnhinson of ()7;i,5 Wallaee Drii'c tidve returned 
from a motor trip to Winniiieg where they attended the (U)th uii- 
mversary of the Lynnwood .School, Over a Ibqusand lormei' pupils 
attendiHl the reunion, ineludlitg more Ilian forty from Catuula'is west 
^.'Coastl: ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■■• ■, ■■'.'
PATRICK CUTTS LTD. 
BUILDERS & DESIGNERS 
Commercial & Rc.sidential’ 
Construction. Renovations 







Roofing — Repairs — 
Eavestroughs. Qualified 
Roofers — Budget Prices — 
Free Estimates 656-4369
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-■-I” :t: A;H.■FIDO-:- ■‘;^■:'
GbNSTRUCTION LTD ■ 
: , CUSTOM ■ HOMES- I; ■ 
ALTERATIONS FRAMING 




,W.M. (Bill) BAART 





SAN D Y ’S BOUTIQUE 
Dressmaking - Alterations



























Hotoviile— Level-— Ciiltivale 
I’loiigli-™ Disc— Post Holes 




















Qovornment oortlllod, technician 
with 35 years experience In Elec­






PAPER AND VINYI. WALL 
COVERINGS
PAINTING CONTRACTORS 
DRY WALL REPAIRS 
056-4387 PHONE 656-5673
GORDON UREN




Weed, Brush, a 
DInckborry Control
PHONE 656-1976 ANYTIME 
J.S. CRADDOCK 
Govt. Licensed Pefiticlde 
Applicator
■' ;
SAND - GRAVKl- ■ • ROCK
■; ’ ■- 50,11..
HON t'flOl'KB
Trucking ••• 
















Industrial - RosIdnnilHl 
Commorolal Wiring 
Polos and Lino Work
OUALITY WORKSMANSHIP 







I Quality Moat Cut, Vviappocl 
ifor i ioni.o tTeokois 























^ . ' ..G, & V/.
BRENTWOOB^ LANDSCAPING LTD.siLHOuerre cotrrumi " Bosidontifll • CoiTirnofclal
HAIBSTYLLS 8 Goll GoufSf) Construction








all piano parts silocked 
ConwrvntnriA«i nt P'tirirh 
and Vionna











■■■r ■ " LTD.V:
GLNL'UAL & ELECTRICAL 
CONTRACTORS
All lyfHe., ol r tinny iiliofifi ft, 
tiriii.hinri, Older hnrneri rewired, 
i-ri'imimi ft loundotions,
Phono I ASd.'ioy? Anytime
WMHiMiyt
BUILD WITII BUICK 
AND BLOCK 












Rcfuiii's • .Niiiiliiinci' Conni ption'
' "'lu lull ton •.UM'I!"
656-5604 :
"For East. ..Samtv Day 
Service
PARKVIEW PLUMBING









 Iniuirance PlHim* Preminly llindlaii;



















Spoolnllring In Hot Water 
Hnutlng




Floor Care - Windows - 
Curpet Shampoo 
ComplolcSoryicc
............ for ■ ■
STORES - OFFICES • HOMES 
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Th& Life And Times &f Lt. €&lonei Jmmes Mrewm-Murdinge
By
Lt. Colonel
James Brown-Hardinge diet’d) 
It has always pleased me that 
the skills which I picked up as a 
youth, particularly during my 
visitation to Eastern Africa, have 
stayed with me and multiplied 
the joys of my old age. Scarcely a 
week passes now when I cannot 
find myself reflecting back on 
even such a casual thing as being 
able to handle a masai spear with
almost as great expertise as one 
whose daily survival depended 
upon it.
Oddly enough this particular 
knack led me to enhance my 
personal renown and that of my 
dear regiment. The first occasion 
took place when I attained the 
rank of Lieutenant and was put 
up for membership by Pater in 
Boodle’s Club.
There 1 soon discovered that 
handling a masai spear is little
I urge you to re-elect George Cumpston as 
alderman and regional board director in 
North Saanich.
Though we may have differed on some 
issues, I have the highest regard for 
Alderman Cumpston as a thoughtful 
legislator and consistent protector or our 
long-range interests.
With rising demand for municipal 
spending and inflationary profligacy at the 
regional and provincial levels, most of it 
due to appear in your municipal mill rate, I 
regard Alderman Cumpston as the can­




’ Beep Cwa Chalet ;.
Open Foi’ Smorg^bord Lunch Evei]f Da;
Eiccept Monday 53.95
With Steamed Clams, Baked Ojisters, etc. 
Any Other Day A-IA-CARTE MENU
RESERVE EARLY 
FOR THE THE HOLIDAYS
OPEN CHUISTMAS DAY 
ANt) Nt-lW' YEAR’SEVE„',,
AND NE\V=YE.A!l’S DAY
Cteed 23 and 24th December
different than aiming a billiard 
stick. 1 astonished my fellow 
members of that London club by 
winning their billiard cham­
pionship within six weeks of 
picking up my first cue.
1 was later posted to service in 
India. There, I found to my 
horror 1 had been lodged in a 
cantonment which possessed no 
billiard table. I therefore took up 
polo, a somewhat more barbaric 
sport.
Pl.UCKV DEVILS 
.At the time our regiment was 
woefully short of men, one third 
of whom had been annihilated 
during a dasUirdly action by our 
enemy, the Afghans. We had 
negotiated a truce with those 
plucky devils then, as soon as we 
stood down our nightly patrols, 
they attacked us at a time when 
we officers had launched our­
selves into a rather splendid 
mess dinner.
This caused my commanding 
officer to utter the following 
statement, later to appear in The 
Times.: “Trust a tiger before a 
harlot, and a harlot before an 
Afghan.”
It became imperative that we 
raise more recruits. I was ac­
cordingly sent into F’atiala, 
where Bhupindar Singh was 
Maharaja, with orders to seek out 
and enlist volunteers.
Spies being abundant in that 
■ territory, it was axiomatic that I 
travel in disguise. I promptly 
requistitioned an ass from the 
regimental cook and set off in 
native garment to visit the 
famous Maharaja. In a goatskin 
bag I carried a gift from my 
commanding officer to the 
Maharaja.
This was a little clock made 
around the year 1806 by the 
famous partnership of Grimalde 
and Johnson, w'hose place of 
business was in the Strand,
London. It stood some 8” high; its
case was ebony veneered, and the 
front and side decoration was 
gilded brass, as well as its bun 
feet:
The rear door had a true fret to 
allow the bells to be clearly 
heard and in the five days it took
MANY STYLES
‘•.*r
Terrace Garden - tuning Lounge
GLASS









me to reach the Maharaja's 
domain, 1 enjoyed the simple 
pleasure of hearing each quarter 
hour chimed on eight silver bells.
They were clear, soft-toned 
musical notes vvich caused the 
ears of my ass to lay back each 
time they struck.
A PROMPT HEARING 
Upon arrival at the Maharaja's 
court I was given ^ prompt 
audience. The -Maharaja, a man 
but 12 years older than myself, 
received me in full oriental 
splendour, flanked by a large 
retinue of wonderfully attired 
servants, some of whom cast 
impudent grins at my native 
garb.
However my spirits rose as 
Bhupindar Singh graciously 
listened to the purpose of my 
visit. He smiled politely as he 
took the little eight day clock into 
his soft hands and even held it to 
his ear a moment before tossing 
it suddenly to a servant, who 
quite by accident managed to 
apprehend it in midflight.
The Maharaja would not, 
however, say whether he would 
allow troops to be recruited i'n his 
State. He appeared rather to 
brush the matter aside entirely.
In flawless English he an­
nounced he had placed a 
bungalow at my service. I 
thanked him for this courtesy, 
saluted, and withdrew from the 
audience chamber with as much 
dignity as my downcast spirits 
could muster.
Indeed, as I withdrew I heard 
the little clock suddenly chime as 
though bidding me farewell.
A SURPRISE
In the bungalow I discovered 
somewhat to my surprise a 
billiard table situated in the 
I living room. It contrasted oddly 
to the luxurious oriental fur­
nishings of that residence, I dined 
alone, ministered to by four 
servants, none of whom spoke a 
word during the entire meal.
Thoroughly discouraged and 
more than a little weary from my 
travels I was about to retire for 
the night when suddenly I heard a 
knock at the door. There, in full 
evening dress, stood Bhupindar 
Singh hinnself! j ^
“Are you comfortable, 
Lieutenant?’’ he inquired.
I .assured him I was. ; : 
“Have you noticed the billiard 
table?” he asked, stepping into 
rny lodgings,
. I said I had.
“■Well then,” he said, granting 
me the same smile he exhibited 
upon receiving the clock, 
“Perhaps you would do me the 
honor of a game.”
1 could hardly refuse and 
within a few moments it was 
patently clear to me that this 
eastern potentate was out to 
demonstrate his mastery of the 
game, This irked me. It was a 
period in my life when I hated to 
lose at any thing, especially to one 
who had little if any knowledge of 
the small challenge he had set 
me.
I mentioned my victory at 
Boodle’s. His eyebrows went up. 
The smile left his face.
GAME LOST
Fortunately, wisdom overcame 
my youthful pride. 1 suffered
WARllsE AUTO HOWIE





Check our prices before you buy or sell anything
— Used Furniture — T.V.’s Appliances.
— Tools — What have you.
For Prompt Free Estimates Phone (152-1711
DAYS A WEEK
THIS DISGUISE was adopted by James Brown-Hardinge during 
his service with the British army at the time of the Afghan wars. 
(Photo by permission J. Brown-Hardinge).
myself to lose, by dint of some 
quite idiotic arcrobatics, one of 
the few games of billiards I have 
lost in 96 years living.
“Champion of Boodle’s eh,” he 
said after he had vC^on and put 
down his cue.
1 nodded. He patted me on the 
shoulder as one might stroke a
favoured hunting dog. '
“By the way, Brown-
Hardinge,” he said. “Tt will be 
quite all right about those 
recruits.”
The following morn I
discovered a' large body of 
‘volounteers’ formed up before 
my bungalow. Out of the 100 or so 
there I selected 64 of the finest 
Sihk fighters any military man 
could wish for.
Upon my return to base I was 
ordered to report to my com­
manding officer. “You’ve done 
jolly well Lieutenant, jolly well 
indeed” he said, “but just how 
did you get these splendid 
chaps?”












OLD AGE PENSIONERS’ ORGANIZATION
by Edith Smith
The November general 
meeting of the Sidney O.A.p.O. 
was a rather special one, 
celebra ting the 16th anniversary 
of the forming of the branch in 
British Columbia-the 25th such 
branch to be formeddu that era,
A beautiful cake was on display ; 
at the auditorium of the senior 
citizens’activity centre, donated 
by Mrs. Edith Sumpton, a 
member for many years and a 
Life Member.
Convenor for the Christmas 
boxes for the shut-in members is 
Mrs. Braithwaite, who, with 
members of her committee, 
prepare and will fill many boxes 
with fruit, chocolates, homemade 
jams, fruit juice and a generous 
slice of Christmas cake, donated 
by Nod MacFarlane every
Christmas season. The,’ boxes go 
out to members who are confined 
to home and hospital and who 
cannot come to the annual 
Christmas dinner.
Mrs, Mary Briggs was the
delegate to the October UUh 
Island Keaional (louncil meeting
held in Nanaimo and Mrs. E. 




P L E A S E m a k e y on r a p- 
pointment NOW for those 
family group or single por­
traits that you want to give at 
Christmas!!!!
SLOAf^ STUDIO







































New owner l ony t’arvalhal
CHRYSLER Corporation 3 Year Warranty Battories 
While They Last *23®^
WV II rr alfei iiii tors nil von iii'od Inrmiro






LARGE BAGS OF POniNG SOIL
IN OUR GARDEN SHOP
Reg. '2» , 'P ivXn?''5‘'V'i'^4
NOTE: OUR FRUIT TREES HAVE ARRIVED
656-2422 FIIGNF; BBL\CON AVE. SIDNEY, B.C
1'
Advertising Supplement to SIDNEY! REVIEW, November, JS74,
GIFTS GATHERED FOR YOUR GIVING





A gift he'll appreciate! Scandi­
navian design ski sweater, in a 
bulky ribbed knit turtleneck, 
long sleeves. Colors; Ivory, 




This year, the wise shopper will ploH 
to shop “early during this greot GIFT 
Store Sole eyerit. Whv^^n^ shop the 
easy way in Ndvbmber . . . relax In
■December./''!;::' '
Our selection of gife, Santo says, is 
the best ever! We feel we have found 
just the right gift for everyone on your 
list.
Shop Robinson's on Opening Day of 
this greot Gift Sole event.
Jacquard pattern vest — 
acrylic knit in .sleeveless 
style. Colors: Pink or Blue. 
Sizes: 8-l(>-12'14. A gift that 
^ she’ll love. Smart! Versatile! ,
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collar and 7*button placket front, 
Coloi«; Navy, Brown, Powder, Bono.'
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A pleasing, pi^octical gift for any man. ljuxurlous terry robe! 
'Designed' :for': comfort!':;. Soft!.'.'waabable:''terry shawl.' collar,,
self bolt, cuffed sleevesi chest pocket and two lower pockets. 
'Ml.cut, 'Colors:, Gold,,Ekl,..Navy, .Boyal. ,Sl7.es;!S«M-L*-XL. 
.'Gift'packaged,;
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circumstances beyond our 
control some Item or Items. 
become unavailable, we 
reserve the right to imb*
stltuto an item or items of 
equal or better value.
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Sleep-time gowns. Soft and cozy! 
Short and long gowns, in assorted 
styles — 3^-length sleeves, colorful 
embroidery trims. Colors: Pink, Blue, 
Mint. Slinky lovelies, fashioned for 
sleeping comfort. A lovely gift.
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Easy-going washable acrylic 
cardigan, in an allover lacy 
design. Scalloped edge at waist­
band and cuffs. Colors: White, 
Beige, Pink, Powder. Regular 
S-M-L sizes, and White, Beige, 
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Clingless Arnel for fashion and comfort in -'mv











and; armholes ,e(:iged;^ith dainty nylori ■ lace;:v k 
::Nylon ..how 'trims 4ihrit?bf:. garments ..Chbosex'^’^^^^^^iS® 
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i\h4ht.tl^!Popular, easy-care fabric.
Vv&i: Regular style collar, button 
cuff, long sleeves. Assorted 
colors will match nicely with 
the acrjdlc vest on front page.
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Assorted Navy or Rod 2-piece sets, In 
hasy-cam: polyesters Girls'arid Boys':y
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I(U?al for Christmas Gift giving—' 
boxc'd kitclien towel, pot holdor 
and dlHli cloth, Assortcu matching
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Colorful JloBo Spray floral (rleslgn '« 
on a good qunllly plllowcnKe. 
Scttlloped edges. AfwavH a wel­
come Xtjuui jilfl. Box«h1 . for easy 
' f'lft giving,
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Always a welcome ^ift. 2x1 rib dress 
socks in a quality blend — 60% wool^ 40% 
nylon. Stretch sizes fit 10 to 12. Assorted 
colors.
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A Colors: Brown, 
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Wear them separately, or pair up 
with a man-styled cardigan with a 
color co-ordinated colored pullover. 
Both are. acrylic knit in a richly 
textured weave. Rib-knit cuffs and 
waistband. They machine wash and 
dry like new. Colors: Navy, Brown, 
Natural. Sizes: S to XL.
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83% acrylic, 17% polyester dress pant with 
................ 30, %'boxer style, 2 front
' ’ ' i ‘il
. i ’(, tr
. w
Stitch front crease 
scooi 
Sizes
p pockets. Colors: Navy, Grey, Brown. 
------: ‘h5-6-6x.
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Automntk'ony wnkea you to music 
and alarm. Wooden cabinet finished in
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rich looking walnut effect, Earphones x 
included. Give him or her n raalo tlial
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4>//xr. Terrific gift!
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Sensible gift!-Slate, chalk, crayons. Playing boards are interesting and ArtistAVin^br-London ^puz^es. A
eraser and a little book set. Com- attractive. For ages 4 to 8 years? An? popWar seflesr Picture nieasures
plete in a carrying case. excellent assortnvbnt. An exciting *' 19" x 14",'when .completed. Cut into
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This light-up desk is a real aid to 
young artists. Makes tracing easy. 
Desk of hi-impact styrene with trans­
lucent white drawing surface. Oper­
ates on a 10-watt lamp. Set includes 
12 design sheets, 20 sheets of draw­
ing paper and 3 colored pencils. Ideal 
gift!
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What youngster does not like a private, realistic ' " 4 ■ > -
telephone. Rings just like the real thing when 
dialed. Choice of colors. ^ ^ _
Pleasing gift for boy or girl.
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Wow, here’s an exciting gift for the active young­
ster. Clicking double barrel rifle, 26" long, de­
tailed finish. Just squeeze the 
trigger for sound and action.
{Each eta o 4':', 
,4 !4
11-piece set that is creative, easy to use 
and lots of fun for either boys or girls. 
Set contains a cool grip woodburning 
tool, 8 easy to make wood plaques, 1 in­
terchangeable design tip and sandpaper. 
Exciting gift!
Horo’.s great doll value! llVij-inch fashion doll 
complete with high heels and swim .suit. An in­
expensive gilt any little girl will 
love. Hurry in Opening Sale day.
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VOTE
;; HUGH HOLLINGWOR™ :
AND
R EG! ON A L BOARD D1 RECTO R
ON
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16th, 1974
at
the TOWN HALL, SIDNEY, B.C.
8.00 a.m. to 8.00 p.m.
ADVANCE POLL:
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13th, 1974
9.00 a.m. to 12 noon
1.00 p.m. to 4.00 p.m.
I would like to take this means to intro­
duce myself to many of you.
For approximately 15 years I have taken 
a great deal of pride in working for my 
community in one form or another.
At the end of June, 1973, my wife 
Georgette and youngest daughter Kim, along 
with myself, left Sidney for an extended 
trip across Canada and the U.S.A. - Prior 
to doing this ! had to resign from Council 
after three years of service.
NOW WE ARE BACK in Sidney and 
rnost anxious to once again get involved 
within our fine community.
SIDNEY VOTERS
r FEEL that ! have the TIME and 
BACKGROUND to serve you w'eil as an 
Alderman for the Town of Sidney, also 
I would like to represent you as a 
Director on the Regional Board.
IT IS NOT my intent to make any rash 
promises etc. at this time, other than if 
elected by you I will give my UTMOST IN 
TIME AND EFFORT and will always strive 
to do whatever is best for both YOU and 
the; TOWN OF SIDNEY.
I therefore ask your support at the polls 








I'o, serve you again
WILLING .
To devote time 
to your interests ;■
' as ■ ;pro ve nt.! B6 9;:;: - 19;T2
[ase siipp ort me on 
Saturday, November I6tli 
VOTE at the Town Halk 
- 8,00 a.m, ■ 8.00 p.m.
FOR ASSISTANCE TO THE POLLS! 
CALL
656-3151 656-5641
to tlio CtflfH’fV fUivtow Novonihnr KJih, lO?!
